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Overview of Standard Operations

Why Do We Need Standard Operations?

It so happens that many of the most important elements in the daily activity of manufacturing begin with the letter “M.”

In factories, we are trying to find the best possible combination of Men/Women, Materials, and Machines and we develop the most efficient Methods for making things, so that we can make better products while spending less Money.

Standard operations can be defined as an effective combination of workers, materials, and machines for the sake of making high-quality products cheaply, quickly, and safely. As such, standard operations comprise the backbone of JIT production.

Many people make the assumption that standard operations are nothing more than standard operating procedures. But this is not at all the case.

Standard operating procedures have to do with specific standards for individual operations and are just part of what we mean by standard operations. By contrast, standard operations involve the stringing together of individual operations in a specified order to achieve an effective combination for manufacturing products. Another name for standard operations would be “production standards.” One might ask why
such production standards are necessary in the daily business of manufacturing?

While this may seem like a simple question, it is actually rather difficult to answer. Please think about it for a moment. Why are production standards necessary for daily production activities?

In considering this question, let us suppose that we have asked some other manufacturer to do some manufacturing for us.

The person would probably ask such questions as: “How do you make these products?,” “How much time and money does it take to make them?,” and “When do you need them delivered?”

Why does the other manufacturer need to know all these things? Basically, because they need to fit the work we have asked them to do into their current production schedule. They will not know whether they can actually make the requested products on schedule unless they have established standard operations. Factories, therefore, need standard operations right from the start.

Standard operations serve the following goals:

1. Quality: “What quality standards must the product meet?”
2. Cost: “Approximately how much should it cost to make the products?”
3. Delivery: “How many products do you need delivered and by when?”
4. Safety: “Is the manufacturing work itself safe?”

At the very least, standard operations should be able to answer those four questions.

It should be clear enough by now why we define standard operations as an effective combination of workers, materials, and machines. We also need to remember that, like all improvement, improvement in standard operations is an endless process.
The Three Basic Elements of Standard Operations

While standard operations involve the effective combination of three “M” elements—men/women, materials, and machines—these elements differ from the three basic elements that go into standard operations. Figure 13.1 illustrates these elements as they are used to create standard operations in a U-shaped manufacturing cell.

**Element 1: Cycle time**

Cycle time is the amount of time it takes a worker to turn out one product (within a cell). We use the production output and the operating time to determine the cycle time.

**Element 2: Work sequence**

This refers to the order in which the worker carries out tasks at various processes as he or she transforms the initial materials into finished goods. It is not the same as the “flow of products” concept we use in flow production.

**Element 3: Standard in-process inventory**

This indicates the minimum amount of in-process inventory (including in-process inventory currently attached to
machines) that is required within the manufacturing cell or process station for work to progress.

The contents of these three elements will differ from cell to cell, and it is the immediate supervisor's job to analyze the cell and determine exactly what each element will include.

**Types of Standard Operation Forms**

Although there are only three basic elements (cycle time, work sequence, and standard in-process inventory) in standard operations, there are five types of standard operation forms.

**Form 1: Parts-production capacity work table**

This work table examines the current parts-production capacity of each process in the cell. (See Figure 13.2.)

**Form 2: Standard operations combination chart**

This chart helps us make “transparent” (or obvious) the temporal process of the relationship between human work and machine work. (See Figure 13.3.)

**Form 3: Standard operations pointers chart**

We use this chart to list important points about the operation of machines, exchanging jigs and tools, processing methods, and so on. (See Figure 13.4.)

![Figure 13.2 Parts-Production Capacity Work Table.](image)
**Form 4:** Work methods chart

This chart gives explicit instructions on how to follow standard operations at each process. (See Figure 13.5.)

**Form 5:** Standard operations chart

This chart illustrates and describes the machine layout, cycle time, work sequence, standard in-process inventory,
and other factors in standard operations. Operators should use this chart to check how well they are following standard operations. (See Figure 13.6.)

**How to Establish Standard Operations**

**Transparent Operations and Standard Operations**

The first step toward establishing standard operations is to gain a grasp of the way operations are already. To do this, we need to make what is only dimly and vaguely understood as clear and “transparent” (obvious) as possible. This means we have to flush out all of the problems that are hidden within the current situation, look for their causes, and make improvements that will remove those causes and bring about standard operations.

Once we have established standard operations in this way, we still cannot afford to sit back and call the job done. We must repeat the process of flushing out problems and making operations completely transparent. As mentioned earlier, improvement is an endless process. Once we have made improvements, we establish them as standard operations. Then we are ready for another round of problem-hunting to further improve operations and achieve a higher standard. This spiral of improvement in standard operations is illustrated in Figure 13.7.
Establishing standard operations is a four-step process, as described below.

**Step 1: Create a parts-production capacity work table**
List the processing capacity of each cell or process station as it currently stands.

**Step 2: Create a standard operations combination chart**
Time manual operations, auto feed operations, and walking to elucidate the relationship between human work and machine work.

**Step 3: Create a work methods chart**
The workshop will need one of these for passing along instructions to new workers.

**Step 4: Create a standard operations chart**
This schematic chart will provide a visual aid for quickly learning the machine layout, work sequence, and other important factors.

That is all there is to it. Usually, we can incorporate the standard operations combination chart with a standard operations
chart to provide a useful reference chart for posting on the wall in the workshop. Figure 13.8 shows an example of such a combined chart.

How to Make Combination Charts and Standard Operations Charts

Even after we have gained an intellectual grasp of what standard operations combination charts and standard operations charts are all about, it is not always easy to actually create one. Perhaps the following exercise can serve as a reference for those who are about to attempt establishing standard operations for the first time in their workshops.

Exercise in Making Combination Charts and Standard Operations Charts

Using the parts-production capacity work table shown in Figure 13.9, make a combination chart and standard operations chart to suit the following two conditions:

Condition 1: Work sequence of processing—Raw materials \(\rightarrow A01 \rightarrow A02 \rightarrow A03 \rightarrow A04 \rightarrow B01 \rightarrow \) finished goods

Condition 2: Required output is 613 units per day

1. Take 7 hours and 50 minutes as the amount of time per worker day, with no short breaks.
2. Take 2 seconds as the walking time for every instance of walking.
3. To keep this exercise simple, do not calculate changeover time.

Steps in creating charts:

1. Calculate the cycle time. To obtain the cycle time, divide the operating time per day by the required output per day.
### Standard Operations Combination Chart

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item No./Name</th>
<th>Manufacture date</th>
<th>Number needed per day</th>
<th>Cycle time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>391-3637 Lintel</td>
<td>9/30/83</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>63&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| No. | Name of operation | Time | Operation times (in seconds) | Manual | Walking | Auto feed | 5 | 10 | 15 | 20 | 25 | 30 | 35 | 40 | 45 | 50 | 55 | 60 | 65 | 70 | 75 | 80 | 85 |
|-----|-------------------|------|-----------------------------|--------|---------|-----------|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|
| 1   | Remove workpiece  | 3    | Auto feed                   | 10     | 10      |            | 5  | 10 | 15 | 20 | 25 | 30 | 35 | 40 | 45 | 50 | 55 | 60 | 65 | 70 | 75 | 80 | 85 |
| 2   | S101 groove processing (small), using lifter | 10   | Auto feed                   | 23     | 23      |            | 5  | 10 | 15 | 20 | 25 | 30 | 35 | 40 | 45 | 50 | 55 | 60 | 65 | 70 | 75 | 80 | 85 |
| 3   | S101 groove processing (large), using lifter | 5    | Auto feed                   | 7      | 7       |            | 5  | 10 | 15 | 20 | 25 | 30 | 35 | 40 | 45 | 50 | 55 | 60 | 65 | 70 | 75 | 80 | 85 |
| 4   | B101 hinge hole processing at multi-spindle drilling | 18   | Auto feed                   | 2      | 2       |            | 5  | 10 | 15 | 20 | 25 | 30 | 35 | 40 | 45 | 50 | 55 | 60 | 65 | 70 | 75 | 80 | 85 |
| 5   | Insert edge (using vibrator) at work table | 7    | Auto feed                   | 2      | 2       |            | 2  | 5  | 10 | 15 | 20 | 25 | 30 | 35 | 40 | 45 | 50 | 55 | 60 | 65 | 70 | 75 | 80 | 85 |
| 6   | Cut edge (using cutter) at work table | 2    | Auto feed                   | 1      | 1       |            | 2  | 5  | 10 | 15 | 20 | 25 | 30 | 35 | 40 | 45 | 50 | 55 | 60 | 65 | 70 | 75 | 80 | 85 |
| 7   | Store workpiece   | 2    | Auto feed                   | 1      | 1       |            | 2  | 5  | 10 | 15 | 20 | 25 | 30 | 35 | 40 | 45 | 50 | 55 | 60 | 65 | 70 | 75 | 80 | 85 |

| Total | 50 13 40 |

### Standard operations chart

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quality check</th>
<th>Safety precautions</th>
<th>Standard in-process inventory</th>
<th>No. of manual operations</th>
<th>Cycle time</th>
<th>Total time</th>
<th>No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 13.8  Standard Operations Combination Chart with Standard Operations Chart (Schematic).
2. Create the standard operations combination chart. Drop a thick red line along the time axis to indicate the cycle time.

3. Create a standard operation chart. The point of this is to show the amount of standard in-process inventory.

**How to Make Parts-Production Capacity Work Tables**

Figure 13.9 shows the parts-production capacity work table to be used in the above exercise. The following shows how the standard operations combination chart and standard operations chart should look when completed. First, the following are steps for filling out these charts:

1. Assign sequential numbers to indicate the work sequence.
2. Enter the process name.
3. Enter the machine’s serial number.
4. Basic times:
   a. Manual operation time (__________): Enter the time required by the worker to perform each operation in the cell.
   b. Auto feed time (__________): Enter the amount of “machine work” time.
c. Completion time: Enter the amount of time required for one workpiece to be completed (from start to finish in the cell).
Completion time = Manual operation time + auto feed time (if operations are performed serially)
5. Blades and drill bits.
   a. Retooling volume: Enter the number of blades or bits to be exchanged.
   b. Retooling time: Enter the total time required for retooling.
6. Per-unit time = Completion time + per-unit retooling time
7. Production capacity: Enter the number of units that can be produced in one standard day (= daily operating time/per-unit time).
8. Graph time: Enter the operating time (_________) and the auto feed time (_________) onto a graph. For example, for work sequence Step 2, enter the two lines as shown below to provide an easy-to-grasp indication to use when creating a standard operations combination chart.

Three patterns for the standard time are as follows:

**Pattern 1: Serial Operations**

In this case, the machines’ auto feed operations begin only after the worker's manual operations end. Thus, the two follow each other in a series with no overlap (that is, human work and machine work are completely separate), as follows:

```
        4''---------35''
```

**Pattern 2: Partially Parallel Operations**

Here, the machine begins its work while the worker is still busy. The worker begins before the machine joins in and the machine keeps operating after the worker has finished.

```
       10''-------20''
```
This still allows some room for the separation of human work and machine work. The overlap between the two should be indicated as follows:

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\hline
60'' \\
\hline
3'' \\
\hline
7'' \\
\hline
20''
\end{array}
\]

**Pattern 3: Parallel Operations**

In this case, the machine is completely unable to operate without human assistance, and thus there is no separation between human work and machine work, as is demonstrated in the following example.

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\hline
\hline
20''
\hline
20''
\end{array}
\]

**How to Make Standard Operations Combination Charts**

Figure 13.10 shows a standard operations combination chart that was filled out from the above exercise. If you wish to perform the exercise and complete your own standard operations combination chart, please compare it afterward with the one in the figure.

The steps for filling out the standard operations combination chart are described below.

**Step 1:** Draw a red line to indicate the cycle time.
Cycle time = Total operating time/required output

**Step 2:** Calculate whether the cell can be handled by just one worker.
Using the parts-production capacity work table from the above exercise, see whether or not the sum of the manual working time and the walking time is less than the cycle time.

**Step 3:** Enter a description of the process operations under the “Description of Operations” column.
Step 4: Enter the various time measurements under the “Time” column.

Step 5: On the graph, draw solid lines for manual work time, broken lines for auto feed time, and wavy lines for walking time.

If the auto feed time exceeds the cycle time, enter the extra time from the zero (start) position in the graph.

Step 6: Check the combination of operations.

When the auto feed time exceeds the cycle time and some of it must be entered from the zero position, it may overlap with the manual operation time. If it does, it indicates the manual work must wait for the auto feed (machine
work) to finish, which means that the combination of operations does not work.

In such cases, we must find a better combination of operations. Idle time waste is to be avoided whenever possible.

**Step 7: Check whether the operations can be completed within the cycle time.**

Add up the time for all operations, including the time required for walking back to the first operation (picking up raw materials), and see if they all fit into the cycle time.

- If they add up to precisely the time marked with the red (cycle time) line, you have found a good combination of operations.
- If they go past the red line, make improvements to remove the excess time.
- If they fall short of the red line, see if other operations can be brought into the cell to reach the cycle time.

**How to Make Standard Operations Charts**

Figure 13.11 shows the standard operations chart completed from the exercise described in the previous section. After making your own standard operations chart, be sure to compare it to this one.

The following are the steps for filling in the standard operations chart.

**Step 1: Enter the work sequence.**

Enter circled numbers next to the machines to indicate the order in which they are used during the work sequence, then connect the machines with a solid line, as shown in Figure 13.11. Draw a broken line between the last step and first step in the work sequence.

**Step 2: Enter the quality check points.**

Enter diamond symbol next to all machines that require quality checks.
Step 3: Enter the safety check points.

Enter cross symbols next to all machines that require safety checks. Be sure to enter one of these marks next to any machine that uses a blade.

Step 4: Enter the symbols for standard in-process inventory.

Enter shaded circle symbols where standard in-process inventory is required for whatever reason (separating human work and machine work, balancing processes, and so forth).

Step 5: Enter the cycle time.

Step 6: Enter the net time.

Enter the operation time for the sequence shown in the circled numbers. Do not include the time taken up by quality checks or blade exchanges that are done less than once per cycle.

Step 7: Enter the amount of in-process inventory.

In this box, enter the number of shaded circles you entered in the graph at Step 4. Separation during auto feed counts as one unit of in-process inventory.
**Step 8:** Enter the breakdown number.

Usually, both the standard operations combination chart and the standard operations chart are filled out by the same operator. However, sometimes the cell requires more than one operator, in which case we should use breakdown numbers to indicate which operator is which.

- First number = Operator’s number in sequence
- Second number = Total number of operators

**Standard Operations and Operation Improvements**

How easy it is for factories to avoid the troublesome task of improving operations and instead opt for equipment improvements. One of the purposes of improvement is to lower costs, but companies find themselves spending a fortune on new or remodeled equipment, all in the name of making improvements. A factory’s choice of equipment should be based on the needs of production operations, but many factories put the cart before the horse by changing production operations to suit the equipment. Production machines are tools for production and it makes no sense to have production suit the tools rather than vice-versa.

The following are a few examples of what we mean by “operation improvements.”

**Improvements in Devices That Facilitate the Flow of Goods and Materials**

There are basically two ways to change the devices that facilitate the flow of goods and materials. One is to bring equipment closer to each other in the cell and arrange them according to the work sequence. This creates a “flow shop” type of workshop and is known as “layout improvement.”
The other way is to switch from large-lot processing to small-lot or one-piece flow. This is called “flow unit improvement.” Each of these types of improvement should initially be used to remove major forms of waste.

Improvement from Specialized Operations to Multi-Process Operations

Conventionally, factories assigned very specialized tasks to each worker, and workers generally remained at one place to perform those tasks while the in-process inventory was conveyed by hand or conveyor belt. This system required workers to spend a lot of time going to pickup things or put things down. We can eliminate the waste inherent in such specialized operations by training workers in the multiple skills needed to conduct multi-process operations, in which a single worker guides each workpiece throughout all of the workshop’s processes with a minimum of walking waste.

Improvement of Motion in Operations

Whenever a worker takes a step or stretches out an arm, “motion waste” is created. Conventional industrial engineering has developed a method of motion analysis to identify wasteful motion. Wasteful motion can be caused by a poor equipment layout or sloppy housekeeping of parts and tools. We must reduce this kind of waste by making the equipment layout and organization of parts and tools more conducive to efficient operations.

Improvement by Establishing Rules for Operations

Operational procedures cannot be readily understood and followed by new workers if they vary from one worker to the next. It is only when the correct operational procedures have been clearly established as strictly enforced rules that everyone will perform operations the same way. Along with
rules for correct procedures, there must also be rules that help establish level production.

Once we have laid the groundwork by improving operations, we are ready to begin thinking about how the equipment might be improved to better suit the improved operations. The following are a few ways to improve equipment.

**Improve the Equipment to Better Serve Operations**

Quite often, improved operations do away with a prior need for large equipment that can handle large lots or operate at high speed. Instead, the improved operations tend to call for smaller, slower, and more specialized equipment that can be counted on to produce high quality and be brought directly into the processing or assembly line.

**Make the Machines More Independent to Separate People from Them**

If the operator must press a switch and then hold the work-piece in place while the machine processes it, we should remodel the machine so that it can operate without human assistance or supervision. In JIT, this is called “separating people from machines,” and it allows people and machines to work independently to add value to products simultaneously.

**Improving Equipment to Prevent Defects**

We can equip machines with detectors and switches that enable the machine to automatically detect defects (or potential defects), stop operating, and issue an alarm. Such devices are a key means of preventing defects.

It bears repeating that operation improvements should be made before equipment improvements. It should also emphasize that the most effective means of removing motion-related waste from operations is to make “operational device improvements.” This means first changing the flow unit from large lots to small lots or one-piece flow, then changing the equipment to suit the new flow method.
Improving the Flow of Materials

The most important kind of operation improvement we can make is to change the way goods flow through the factory. However, such a change is not possible unless we are willing to give up the way we have been doing things and undergo an “awareness revolution” that negates the old tried-and-true methods as the worst possible methods.

In other words, changing the flow of goods requires changing our way of thinking, all our concepts about equipment and how to arrange it, and, most importantly, our ideas about how goods should proceed through the production line. We need to change just about everything that goes on in the factory.

Figure 13.12 shows an example of how the flow of goods was improved at a solder printing process for semiconductor wafers.

Before improvement, this processing line was run by four operators, each of whom worked independently of the other three. The line operated in 600-unit batches and used a large dryer. Sending such large lots through was a start-and-stop operation that reflected precious little ingenuity and resulted in frequent bottlenecks.

The improvement included training a single operator in the skills needed to handle five processes: printing (the front of the wafer), baking, printing (the back of the wafer), input to the reflow oven, and output from the reflow oven. The layout was changed to facilitate these tasks and to minimize motion-related waste. The reflow jig was changed to accommodate “two-piece” flow. They got rid of the large dryer, brought a compact ultraviolet-ray dryer out of storage and remodeled it to serve in place of the large dryer, but in an “in-line” location. Finally, they attached a return conveyor at the back of the reflow oven to match up the oven’s input and output sites. As a result, they were able to cut the required manpower in half while doubling productivity.
Improving the Efficiency of Movement in Operations

Not all of what factory workers do on the job can truly be called “work” in the sense of adding value to goods. On the contrary, most of what the typical factory worker does adds no value. It is therefore not work, just motion. Motion study is an industrial engineering technique that helps distinguish between productive work and nonproductive motion in order to raise the work-versus-motion ratio.

When we use motion study to remove wasteful motion from operations, we try to make the job easier, and with more economical movement, more efficient work sequences, and better combinations of tasks.

The “principles of economy of motion” can be a very good tool for improving the motions of workers to remove...
waste from human actions. (For further description of the “principles of economy of motion,” see Chapter 3). Following these principles helps “tighten the cost belt” by removing the “fat” in the form of the 3 Mu’s (muda or waste, mura or inconsistency, and muri or irrationality). Naturally, this means improving human movements, but it also involves improvements in the ways things are placed, the arrangement and use of jigs and tools, and the organization of the entire work environment.

1. Improvement in Placement of Parts

Figure 13.13 shows one improvement that involved moving a set of plastic bags used for wrapping workpieces from behind the operator and hanging them from a hook above the line to keep them within easy reach. This simple improvement saved four seconds of walking waste (per unit).

2. Improvement in Picking Up Parts

Figure 13.14 shows an example of how picking up parts at an assembly line was improved. Before the improvement, the
parts were kept on a large work table located a little too far from the assembly line. All of the parts were laid out on the same horizontal level, making them hard to see and reach.

As part of the improvement, the work table was reduced to the minimum required size, was moved closer to the assembly line, and the parts boxes were set-up on a higher, slanted stand to make seeing and reaching them easier.

3. Improvement from One-Handed Task to Two-Handed Task

Figure 13.15 shows how the task of assembling push buttons on telephones was improved from being a one-handed task to a two-handed task.

Figure 13.14 Improvement in Picking Up Parts.

Before the improvement, there was no jig to hold the workpiece in place. Instead, the assembly worker had to hold down the workpiece with her left hand while using her right hand to insert the push buttons one by one.

After the improvement, the assembly worker simply sets the workpiece into a stabilizing jig and then can use both
hands to insert the push buttons. In addition, the arrangement of push buttons to be inserted was changed to match their arrangement after insertion. This helped to keep workers from accidentally inserting push buttons in the wrong places.

4. Improvement That Eliminates Walking Waste

Figure 13.16 shows an improvement example in which walking waste was removed from speaker cabinet processing operations.

This workshop had been using the conventional layout in which each machine was operated by a different worker, each of whom picked up workpieces from large piles of in-process inventory. Obviously, such a layout is not conducive to the concept of cycle time, and instead they tried to maintain a 33-second pitch, beginning at the process where V cuts were made in the speaker cabinets’ processed particle boards.
The workshop was run by three workers.
- There were about 100 pieces of in-process inventory.
- The pitch per unit was 33 seconds.
- The total labor per unit was 73 seconds.

As a first improvement, a fundamental change was made in the flow of goods. The V-cut machine was installed in a pit and could not be moved, so they moved the lifter as close to the V-cut machine as possible. Once before, the lifter had
been moved closer to the V-cut machine, but this was not understood as an improvement at the time. The distance the lifter could be moved was restricted by the electrical cord, and no extension cord was available in the factory. Therefore, they had to compromise in improving the layout.

In the first improvement, they managed to reduce the labor force from three workers to just one by establishing multi-process operations. Naturally, this change included eliminating the stack of in-process inventory between the lifter and the V-cut machine. Fortunately, worker A (the single remaining worker) was an old hand in that factory who was able to pick up the “one piece flow” way of doing things quite readily. Both the lifter and the V-cut machine could feed the workpieces downstream automatically, which enabled the separation of human work and machine work. These changes brought the following results:

- Reduction of labor force from three workers to one.
- Reduction of total in-process inventory to just three workpieces.
- Establishment of a 35-second cycle time.
The improvement, however, was not totally satisfactory. First of all, the worker had to walk a rather complicated pattern to complete the work cycle. Whenever we have complexity, we usually have waste, and it pays to remember “simple is best.” Improvement team members counted 25 steps taken by the worker during the work cycle, which means 25 seconds of walking waste (each step is roughly equal to one second of waste). These drawbacks led improvement team members to regroup and launch a second improvement effort.

They determined that they needed to make the equipment layout more compact, but they were faced with the problem of the lifter’s fully extended power cord which prevented them from moving the lifter any closer to the V-cut machine. The roller conveyor had no power cord and could be moved freely, although they ended up “bending” the roller conveyor so that its output end is close to the V-cut machine, as shown at the bottom of Figure 13.16.

They then wondered if the roller conveyor could convey the particle boards at its new angle without dropping them. They tried one board; the conveyor dropped it and ruined it.

Then they started brainstorming for solutions to this problem. They tried attaching a guide board to the side of the roller conveyor to keep the particle board from dropping. It worked.

Next, they found a way to avoid having to move the boards in a direction opposite that of the processing flow. To do this, they established a temporary storage site for boards output from the V-cut machine and changed the work sequence around, as shown at the bottom of Figure 13.16. This reduced walking time, which was 17 seconds after the first improvement, to just eight seconds. It also resulted in a five-second reduction in the cycle time, going from 35 seconds after the first improvement to 30 seconds.

If we compare the results of the second improvement to the way things were before the first improvement, we can note the following:
Workforce reduced to one (reduction of two workers).
- In-process inventory reduced to four workpieces (reduction of about 96 workpieces).
- Pitch per unit (cycle time) reduced to 30 second (reduction of three seconds).
- Total labor per unit reduced to 30 seconds (reduction of 43 seconds).

Both the first and second improvements were made right away, before people had time to apply for money for expensive improvements. The two improvements cost nothing but realized dramatic cost savings. They estimated that the cost savings were roughly proportional to the time invested in studying means of improvement.

**Improving the Separation of Worker**

Figure 13.17 shows how an improvement involving separation of human work and machine work was achieved for a groove processing operation that uses a lifter.

![Diagram showing separation of human work and machine work before and after improvement](image)

**Figure 13.17** Separation of Human Work and Machine Work at a Groove Processing Lifter.
Before the improvement, the operator had to use both hands to align the workpiece along the side jig on top of the lifter and then had to push the workpiece along as the groove was cut. This meant that the operator was unable to separate himself from the machine at any time during the process.

The improvement included attaching a roller to the top of the lifter so that workpieces could be fed automatically over the groove cutter and a side roller to keep the workpiece from shifting sideways. These devices allowed the operator to separate himself from the machine once he had set the workpiece against the rollers and shortened the groove processing cycle time by eight seconds, as shown in Figure 13.17.

How to Preserve Standard Operations

Standard Operations and Multi-Skilled Workers

Once we have established standard operations, it is by no means a given that the workshop’s operators will be able to perform them right away. It takes time to get used to the new procedures and to become proficient in them. Usually, each operator works a little differently, and the first task is to eliminate such individual differences. At this point, it is vital that operators be given a lot of guidance until they feel they know the new procedures like the backs of their hands.

We must be extra careful when training workers in the multiple skills they will need for multi-process operations. Workers should gradually expand the range of their skills, and not go any faster than they are able in learning new ones.

Figure 13.18 shows how a U-shaped manufacturing cell was used for on-the-job multiple skills training for operators. In the figure, the trainee (worker A) is able to perform only the first five steps before the cycle time is up, then returns to
Step 1. At Step 6, the teacher takes over and performs the rest of the steps in the work sequence.

Gradually, the trainee is able to take on additional steps and still remain within the cycle time. The trainee may perform Steps 1 to 7 for a while, then move on to Steps 1 to 8, 1 to 9, and finally the entire 10-step process.

**The Ten Commandments for Preserving Standard Operations**

I loathe to recall how often I have seen people work hard to establish rules for standard operations, only to stash the rules away in some desk drawer and forget about them. It makes me wonder why they even bothered to make the rules in the first place.

Please remember that standard operations are meaningless unless they are maintained.

The following are “ten commandments” that have evolved over the years for preserving standard operations.
Commandment 1: Standard operations must be established factory-wide.

No matter how often or how strongly the factory-floor workers are reminded to maintain standard operations, they will not be maintained unless top management gets behind the effort. Maintaining standard operations should be included as a company-wide project, along with zero-defects campaigns and cost-cutting activities.

Commandment 2: Make sure everyone understands what standard operations mean.

Everyone—from the president down to the newest factory worker—must fully understand how important standard operations are in achieving JIT production. Study group and in-house seminars are good ways to get this message across.

Commandment 3: Workshop leaders must be confident in their skills when training others in standard operations.

Training workers in the new procedures called for by standard operations will go much more smoothly when the workshop leaders who do the training are positive and confident about the change to standard operations. The leaders should appear as if they had already been making things the new way for years.

Commandment 4: Post reminders in the workshop.

Once standard operations have been established at a workshop, signboards and other visual tools should be used to remind workers of their duty to maintain the standard operations.

Commandment 5: Post standard operations signs in obvious places.

Post signs containing graphics- and text-based descriptions of the standard operations at places where the workers can see them easily and compare their own operational procedures to those described on the signs.
Commandment 6: When necessary, get a third person to help out.
Sometimes, bringing in a well-trained new person from some other department is a good way to clear up misunderstandings in learning and maintaining standard operations.

Commandment 7: Reprimand the workshop leader when standard operations are not being maintained.
When workers' actions or work sequences differ from those prescribed by standard operations, we have proof that standard operations are not being maintained. When a factory manager discovers this, instead of chewing out the workers, he should reprimand the workshop leader, right there in front of everyone. This tactic is more effective in strengthening the bond between workshop leaders and their charges.

Commandment 8: Reject the status quo.
Improvement is endless. Even after standard operations have been established, workshop operators cannot afford to become complacent in the belief that they have found the optimum method of operations. It is much better if they believe that the status quo—no matter how successful—is a bad system that must be improved. Only then will their minds remain open to the possibility of further improvement.

Commandment 9: Conduct periodic improvement study groups.
Improvements must be carried out continually. The longer improvements continue, the stronger the company becomes. Unless we work to improve things, they tend to backslide. Strong manufacturing companies are ones that “keep the ball rolling” by sponsoring regular improvement study groups to review current conditions and study possible improvements.
Commandment 10: Take on the challenge of establishing new standard operations.

There is always room for improvement. To establish a new and better set of standard operations, we need to take another critical look at current conditions, flush out the inherent problems, and implement improvements.

The place to discover needs for improvement is in the workshop. Just stand there and watch closely for five minutes. Odds are that the workshop will show you several things in need of improvement. You do not have to think them up—they just come naturally.
Jidoka

*Human Automation*

Steps toward *Jidoka*

There are many ways to make the same product. Sometimes all it takes is a very simple tool to process the workpiece. Other times, workers are using both hands to hold something in place during processing when a simple jig could do the trick just as well. Sometimes we can let the machine do part of the work and sometimes we can let the machine do all of it. In other words, there are many ways—various operational methods and flow methods—we can use to make similar products.

There are four steps we should take in developing *jidoka*, and each of these steps is concerned with the relationship between people and machines.

Step 1: Manual labor

Manual labor simply means that all of the work is being done by hand. This makes sense only when the labor costs are cheap and/or the manual work can be done very quickly, such as in the manual assembly line shown in the photograph.
Step 2: Mechanization
Mechanization means leaving part of the manual operations to a machine. We have reached a stage where the work is shared between the worker and the machine, but the worker still does the lion's share. (See photo.)

Step 3: Automation
At this step, all manual labor in processing is taken over by the machine. The worker just sets the workpiece up at the machine and presses a switch to start the machine. The worker can leave the machine alone at that point, but there is no way to know whether the machine is producing defective goods. (See photo.)
Step 4: *jidoka* (human automation)

As at the automation step, the worker simply sets up the workpieces, presses the ON switch, and leaves the machine to do the processing. In this case, however, the worker need not worry about defects. The machine itself will detect when a defect has occurred and will automatically shut itself off. In addition to defect detection devices, *jidoka* sometimes includes auto-input (auto-feed) and auto-output (auto-extract) devices that completely eliminate the need for worker participation.

**The Difference between Automation and Jidoka**

In an earlier chapter, we discussed the distinction between “moving” and “working” as it pertains to workers’ on-the-job activities. The same thing can be said about machines: Sometimes machines are actually working (adding value to something), and at other times they are just moving. How many factories have introduced expensive new machinery to automate and cut labor costs only to discover that, once the machines are operating, there are suddenly new demands for human labor? Perhaps a certain machine cannot do the
entire job as planned and requires some human assistance. Or maybe another machine tends to spurt out defective goods and requires a human supervisor. When they add up all the costs, it turns out that they are losing money by automating.

The reason for this all-too-common problem is that the machines are allowed to “move” instead of “work.” Or rather, people think that as long as the machines are moving, they are working. But what good does automation equipment do if it cannot actually handle the entire process or if it keeps running even when it produces defective goods? Eventually, such machines need a human supervisor.

By contrast, *jidoka* enables factories to keep equipment running without human assistance or supervision. Current equipment can be upgraded cheaply as “human automated” machines, which actually work while they move and do not disrupt the flow of goods. Indeed, were it not such a mouthful, we might well call them “flow-orientated human automated machines.”

Separating workers from machines is not a one-step process. First, we must analyze the worker’s operations, then apply *jidoka* to each of them, one at a time. Bold schemes to fully automate in one fell swoop always end up costing a fortune. And, interestingly enough, the more money we spend in automating, the more the new equipment is likely to disrupt the flow of goods. Instead, we need to keep in mind the ratio of labor costs to equipment costs at each step of the way. That is why *jidoka* must proceed carefully, one step at a time.

### The Three Functions of *Jidoka*

*Jidoka* starts by looking at operations that are being performed manually or only partially by machine, distinguishing the human work from the machine work, then taking a closer look at the human work. During each part of the manual operations, we need to ask, “What is the worker’s right hand doing?,” “What is his left hand doing?,” and so on. Then we
can ask, “How can we free his left hand from having to do something?” and “How can we free his right hand?” Gradually, we reduce the human work and increase the machine work.

It makes sense to mechanize or automate when the result is lower costs and higher productivity, such as when using an electric motor frees the left hand or using some mechanism frees the right hand. Freed hands can be used for other work. Once we have gotten to the point where the worker’s hands and feet are all free after the machine starts operating, we can physically separate the worker from the machine. In JIT, we call this separating human work from machine work. However, as mentioned earlier, it does no good to separate people from machines if the machines cannot be trusted to continue producing high-quality products. Neither does it save money to have the machine do the work while a worker stands by watching out for defects. After all, the whole point of automation is to cut costs.

So, the key is to develop automated machines that do not produce defective goods. To do that, we have to apply human wisdom to change machines that merely “move” into ones that “work.” The development of defect-prevention devices for automated equipment is the heart and soul of *jidoka*. The machines must be able to detect by themselves when defects occur, stop themselves, and sound an alarm to inform people about the abnormality. The machine does not have to be able to tell what kind of abnormality has occurred—especially since abnormalities vary widely among different machines, processes, and users—but they do need to let the nearby people know that something strange has happened. The companies that make the manufacturing equipment do not know exactly how their equipment will be used; it is up to the users to customize it to suit their particular needs.

When we have customized our manufacturing equipment to operate reliably and automatically without the risk of turning out an endless stream of defective goods, a single worker can handle several machines or even several groups of machines. Imagine how high productivity soars when that happens!
We usually start by applying *jidoka* to processing equipment. If we succeed at that, we are ready to take on the challenge of bringing *jidoka* to assembly operations. On assembly lines, the purpose of *jidoka* is to get operators to press the stop button (the red “emergency” button) whenever any kind of defect, missing part, omitted task, or other abnormality occurs. Once they have stopped the line this way, they need to make an immediate improvement to solve the problem. They also need to constantly strive to eliminate various forms of waste from their operations to keep raising productivity.

The three main functions of *jidoka* can be summarized as follows:

*Function 1: Separation of human work from machine work.* *Jidoka* calls for the gradual shifting of all human work to machine work, thereby separating people from the machines.

*Function 2: Development of defect-prevention devices.* Instead of requiring human supervisors, machines should have the ability to detect and prevent the production of defective goods. Such machines are truly “working” and not just “moving.”

*Function 3: Application of *jidoka* to assembly operations.* Like processing equipment, assembly lines must be stopped as soon as a defect occurs and corrective measures must be taken right away.

**Separating Workers: Separating Human Work from Machine Work**

**What Does Separating Workers Mean?**

I remember a factory visit during which one of the company’s top managers took special pains to point out a recent acquisition—a late-model numerically controlled machining
center. Full of pride, he had us watch the new machine at work. An operator pushed the start button and then stood by throughout the entire two-minute process, just keeping an eye on what was happening.

Naturally, I asked the manager why the operator was staying by the machine. The manager pointed out several reasons—the machine spurts out metal shavings, the operator needs to make sure it is operating correctly, and so on. In other words, the operator had merely switched jobs. Instead of being an operator, he was now a supervisor.

So there it was, the latest in NC machine technology, and still worthless as far as cutting costs goes. I suppose its greatest value to the company was as an amusing new “toy” for the top managers to show off to visitors—evidence that the company was keeping up with the latest fashions in modernization. No one seemed to be paying any attention to what the new machine meant in terms of improving the production system.

Consider, for example, the production configuration shown in Figure 14.1. There are three operators (A, B, and C), each of whom is assigned to one of three machines (1, 2, and 3). After the operators finish their manual task, they set the workpiece

![Figure 14.1 Separating Workers from Machines.](image-url)
into the machine and wait for the machine to go through its process, thereby creating idle time waste.

To remove this idle time waste, the company decided to implement *jidoka*. First, they remodeled the machines to separate the workers from them. Next, they changed the equipment layout to bring the machines closer together. This made it possible for just one worker to handle all three machines consecutively, eliminating idle time waste. The key improvement that made this productivity-boosting overhaul possible was separating workers; that is, separating human work from machine work.

**Procedure for Separating Workers**

What is the best way to go about separating workers from their machines? For example, if part of Worker X’s job is to use his left hand to hold a workpiece against a drilling machine while the machine drills holes into the workpiece, how can he separate himself from the drilling machine? Let us also suppose his job includes using his right hand to turn a wheel that feeds workpieces into a lathe. How on earth can he leave the machines to do all the work? That is precisely what we need to figure out. We must enable him to leave every single processing task to the machines.

Consider lathes as another example. Lathes operate using three kinds of motion: the lathe turning motion, the cutting motion, and the workpiece feed motion. If the operator needs to assist the lathe in making any of these kinds of motion, he cannot be separated from the lathe. (See Figure 14.2.)

If, for instance, the operator’s job consisted only of guiding the bite’s lateral motion and the lathe took care of the two other motions, the operator still cannot be separated from the machine. Likewise with the drilling machine mentioned above, the drilling machine will often execute the drill’s rotary motion and the workpiece feed motion while
the operator simply holds on to the workpiece. Even then, the operator cannot be separated.

Here is how we could separate the operator from the lathe:

Operation 1: Return to starting position
With conventional lathes, the operator must help guide the workpiece during processing, then must extract the processed workpiece from the lathe and set the lathe’s bite and other apparatus to their starting positions to prepare the lathe for accepting another workpiece.

Operation 2: Extract processed workpiece
The operator extracts the processed workpiece from the lathe and sets it down at the designated storage site. This is considered the next process after the lathe process.

Operation 3: Set-up the next unprocessed workpiece
This means picking up an unprocessed workpiece and setting it up for processing. In the case of lathes, this includes setting the centering supports and the chuck supports. If the machine is a drilling machine, the operator needs to set-up the measuring jig and the V block.

Operation 4: Starting the machine
After the operator is done setting up the lathe, he or she presses the “start” switch to begin feeding the workpiece into the lathe.

Figure 14.2  Three Kinds of Motion Made by a Lathe.
Operation 5: Processing the workpiece

In terms of the types of motion that occur, processing the workpiece in the lathe can be broken down into the cutting motion and the feed motion. The cutting motion is the speed at which the lathe turns the workpiece on the spindle. In other machines, the types of motion are different. Drills include the rotational motion of the drill and the vertical motion of the lifter; cutting machines feature the rotational motion of the blade, and so on.

Sometimes the workpiece is moved through the cutting tool, and sometimes the cutting tool is moved through the workpiece.

The above five operations can be expressed in a combination chart to help distinguish human work from machine work. (See Figure 14.3.)

As long as operations proceed as described above, there is simply no way that the operator can be completely separated from the machine. The machine must be customized to

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sequence</th>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>Operation time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Return to starting positions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Remove processed workpiece</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Set up unprocessed workpiece</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Start machine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Feed workplace (during processing)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>Machine work 15</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Human work 15</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 14.3  Combination Chart to Clarify Human Work from Machine Work.
enable the operator’s separation. The following describes a procedure for separating the lathe operator.

Step 1: Apply *jidoka* to the cutting motion
Lathes and other cutting machines generally use rotational motion to move either the workpiece or the cutting tool. Almost all modern machines have rotational motors for automatic rotation. The rare exceptions to this are the hand-operated cutting and drilling machines that are sometimes used for woodworking.

So we generally do not have to worry about automating the rotational motion, since it is nearly always automated already. Nonetheless, we should start by considering this step and noting it on a combination chart such as the one shown in Figure 14.4.

Step 2: Apply *jidoka* to the feed motion
Once the cutting motion has been automated, we are ready to apply *jidoka* to the feed motion. For lathes, this means automating the cutting motion (as opposed to

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sequence</th>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>Operation time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Return to starting positions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Remove processed workpiece</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Set up unprocessed workpiece</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Start machine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Processing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>Human work 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Machine work 15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Figure 14.4 Applying Human Automation to Feeding Workpieces (to Separate the Worker).*
the lathe turning motion) or workpiece feed motion. For drilling machines, it involves automating either the workpiece feed motion or the workpiece guide motion.

Once the cutting motion and the feed motion have been automated, we are able to separate the operator from the machine, at least during the processing of the workpiece. This takes us to the first stage in *jidoka*: separating the worker.

At this stage, the operator still has to extract the processed workpiece from the machine and set-up the next workpiece for processing before starting the machine. We call this pair of manual operations the “output/input” procedure or the “detach/attach” procedure. (See Figure 14.4.)

**Step 3: Apply *jidoka* to the task of returning to starting position**

In order for a lathe to handle processing all by itself, it must be able to fully stop both the cutting (rotational) motion and the feed motion when the processing is completed. Next, it should be able to return the cutting tool and workpiece to the positions they occupied prior to processing. This is the next step for *jidoka*, which is expressed in the combination chart shown in Figure 14.5.

**Step 4: Apply *jidoka* to removing the processed workpiece**

Removing and setting up workpieces are two of the operations encompassed by machine-centered material handling. In JIT production, we should consider applying *jidoka* to both of these operations. In deciding whether or not we should automate them, our main criterion is the amount of equipment cost incurred. The more complicated automating the material handling operation becomes and the more precision required of it, the more expensive it will be. Generally, setting up workpieces requires more precision than removing them. Removing them is often simply a matter of loosening the jig that holds the workpiece in place and taking the workpiece from the platform or table where it lies. Not much
By contrast, it usually entails a lot more complexity and precision to set-up a workpiece into a jig or against a block correctly. Here, cheap pneumatic cylinders will not do the trick. Instead, set-up tasks usually require the precision and versatility of industrial robots. Therefore, it makes more sense to avoid trying to automate the set-up procedure if it turns out that doing it by manual labor is cheaper than buying industrial robots to do the job. Instead, we should channel our *jidoka* efforts toward the less demanding procedure of removing workpieces. (See Figure 14.6.)

Once we have automated the removal of workpieces from a machine, the operator no longer needs to remove each workpiece after setting it up and having the machine process it. This means that the operator's job

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sequence</th>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>Operation time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Return to starting positions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Remove processed workpiece</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Set up unprocessed workpiece</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Start machine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Processing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
|          | **Total**                              | Machine work: 13
          |                                        | Human work: 5

*Figure 14.5 Human Automation of Return to Starting Positions (Input/Output Procedure).*

precision is needed for setting down the processed workpiece either. Consequently, inexpensive devices such as pneumatic cylinders are often adequate for automating the removal of workpieces.
Step 5: Apply *jidoka* to setting up the unprocessed workpiece and starting the machine.

At this point, the only remaining manual operation is setting up the workpiece and hitting the start button. Often, the same device that is able to set-up the workpiece automatically and precisely is also able to activate the machine automatically.

When a lot of precision is needed for the set-up procedure, automation may require expensive mechanisms, such as industrial robots. Therefore, we need to make a careful study of costs: Which is cheaper in the long run—manual set-up or automated set-up?

Figure 14.7 shows how the combination chart would look if we manage to automate both the set-up procedure and the machine activation procedure. As shown in the figure, this step brings the process to full automation as an “unmanned process.”
To summarize, the key points in automating processes and bringing factory automation technologies into the factory are: operators must be completely separated from the machines and the machines must be equipped with defect-detection devices, and automation must be developed one step at a time with continual attention paid to comparing manual labor costs with equipment investment costs.

It cannot be repeated enough that *jidoka* should never be used to the detriment of cost performance. Many companies have ended up taking a big loss after investing lots of money in fully automated production lines.

**Case Study: Separating Workers at a Drilling Machine**

In Chapter 13, we have already seen one case study of separating workers from machines. Figure 14.8 shows another example that involves a typical table-top drill wherein only the rotary motion of the drill has been automated. The operator
has two manual procedures to perform while using this drill: turning the crank with one hand to lower the drill to the workpiece and holding the workpiece in place with the other hand. Obviously, this drill keeps its operator busy and the operator cannot leave it at any time during the drilling process.

**Improvement 1: Jidoka of “Feed”**

By applying *jidoka* to the “feed” step, we can begin to separate the worker from the machine. In other words, at this stage we eliminate the need for the operator to hold the crank with his right hand and lower the drill after setting up the unprocessed workpiece and turning the start switch on. Figure 14.9 shows how the same drilling machine can be automated so that once the start switch has been pressed, the drill is automatically lowered to drill the hole, then is automatically raised back to its starting position, after which the machine shuts itself off. This frees the worker’s right hand, but he still must use his left hand to hold the workpiece in place during processing. Thus, he is not completely separate from the machine.
Improvement 2: Jidoka of “Hold” Motion

Our first improvement separated the worker's right hand from the machine by automating the “feed” motion. But the worker still must use his left hand to hold the workpiece in place while it is being drilled. So, he cannot be completely separated from the machine. To free both the worker's hands, we must also automate the “hold” motion that keeps his left hand busy.

Figure 14.10 shows how a pneumatic cylinder, activated by the machine's start switch, can be used to hold the workpiece in place during drilling. This enables the worker to be separate from the machine during the entire drilling operation. The worker’s only remaining work is the “detach/attach” pair of tasks, in other words, removing processed workpieces and setting up unprocessed ones.

Improvement 3: Jidoka of “Detach” Movement

After the second improvement, the worker is able to be separate from the machine only while the workpiece is being
processed (drilled). The next step is to eliminate half of the remaining pair of tasks—removing or “detaching” processed workpieces and setting up or “attaching” new ones.

Figure 14.11 shows the same drilling machine, this time with an automation device consisting of another pneumatic cylinder that pushes the processed workpiece out of the machine after the drill has returned to the starting position. The only human work remaining at this point is to set-up each workpiece in the drilling machine and press the start switch.

### Ways to Prevent Defects

As mentioned earlier, it does no good to separate the worker from the machine if there is a chance that the machine will start spewing out defective goods during the worker’s absence. The solution to this problem is to make the machine both capable of detecting actual or potential defects and able to shut itself off and alert operators to the problem whenever abnormalities are detected. Only then does separating
workers really make sense. Consequently, developing and installing defect-preventing devices is a key part of *jidoka*.

The following are a few examples of defect-preventing devices.

### How to Prevent Defects in Tapping Operations

Figure 14.12 shows an example of a defect-preventing device used in tapping operations. Before this improvement, this
tapping machine, which uses 12 drill bits to simultaneously tap 12 places in the workpiece, experienced occasional defects such as broken drill bits, tapping omissions, and incomplete tapping. The factory had inspectors check every workpiece after being tapped to sort out the defective ones.

After the improvement, a microswitch was installed underneath each tap hole. If any of the 12 microswitches is not pressed during the tap operation, the tapping machine stops itself and lights an alarm lamp (andon) to alert the operators to the problem. This eliminates the need for human supervision and downstream inspection by preventing defects from recurring or being sent downstream.

**How to Keep Injection Mold Burr Defects from Being Passed Downstream**

Figure 14.13 shows a defect-preventing device to prevent injection mold burr defects from being passed downstream.

Before the improvement, molded workpieces were visually inspected for burr defects and were deburred when such defects were found. However, inspection oversights and other human errors occasionally resulted in the passing of workpieces with burr defects downstream. The defects went

---

**Figure 14.13** Defect-Preventing Device that Prevents Injection Mold Burr Defects from Being Passed Downstream.
unnoticed here until the final assembly stage, which caused a lot of trouble.

After the improvement, the lead wire soldering process that follows the injection molding process was equipped with a mold with *poka-yoke* pins that fit into the molded work-piece, which detected the presence of a burr in the mold and automatically stopped the lead wire soldering machine whenever one was detected. This device effectively prevents any workpieces with burr defects from reaching the final assembly process.

**How to Keep Drilling Defect from Being Passed Downstream**

Figure 14.14 shows a device that keeps drilling defects from being passed downstream.

This machine performs drilling and finishing in a continuous two-step process. Sometimes, however, it omits the drilling step. When this happens, the finishing drill bit breaks when trying to enter the place where the hole was omitted. Although the best thing would be to have a device that prevents drilling omissions from occurring in the first place, it was decided that it would be simpler to have a device that

![Diagram](image-url)
would confirm the drilled holes just before the hole finishing step in the two-step process.

The defect-preventing device consists of a plate attached to the input side of the drill hole finishing machine. Two rods are suspended through this plate. When the drill hole finishing machine processes one workpiece, the defect-preventing device tests the next one on the conveyor by lowering the two rods through the drill holes. If a drill hole is missing, the rod cannot be lowered fully and is instead pressed back against a limit switch. When either of the limit switches are activated, the drilling and finishing machines are both stopped and an andon alarm is activated, as shown in Figure 14.14.

**Extension of Jidoka to the Assembly Line**

We usually apply jidoka to processing equipment, but we can also extend it to assembly operations to prevent defects from being passed downstream and/or to prevent overproduction. Most assembly line applications of jidoka are based on “A-B control” and fall into one of two categories: the full work system or the stop position system.

**Full Work System**

“A-B control” refers to a method for maintaining and controlling a constant flow of work by checking the passage of work between two points (A and B). The full work system helps maintain one-piece flow operations and prevents overproduction by detecting when a full workload has been reached, even when abnormalities occasionally force the line to stop. (The full work system is also discussed in Chapter 5.)

Figure 14.15 illustrates the control method used in the full work system. As can be seen in the figure, the flow of workpieces is allowed to continue only under Condition 2, in which there is a workpiece at point A but not at point B.
Figure 14.16 shows an example of a full work system applied to a machining line. In this example, when the cycle time is up and the limit switch at point A is still set to ON, the system shuts off Machine 1 because producing any more goods from Machine 1 would only cause an overproduction of goods beyond the cycle time. When the limit switch at point B is switched to OFF (that is, when there are no more workpieces at point B), the system interprets this as a “no work” situation and shuts off machine B.
Stopping at Preset Positions

When an abnormality or other problem occurs on a conveyor line, such as an assembly line, the assembly workers press a stop button to stop the line immediately in order to identify the problem and solve it right way.

The following are the most common types of problems encountered on assembly lines:

1. Missing assembly part
2. Defective assembly part
3. Delay due to error in assembly method
4. Failure to keep up with assembly pitch

The assembly line should include stop buttons (also known as “SOS buttons”) next to each worker. Whenever any of the assembly workers notice an abnormality, they must immediately press the SOS button to stop the line and look into the problem.

All factories have problems. We could even go as far as to say that a factory without problems is not a factory. Different problems crop up from day to day.

The same goes for the factory’s assembly line. Assembly line problems range from missing parts to defective parts and unbalanced operations. When the problems are numerous, pressing the SOS button each time may result in a line that is almost always stopped, which is counterproductive.

Although it is important to stop the line to identify and solve the problems, line supervisors believe it is equally, if not more, important for the line to operate smoothly and productively.

The system of stopping at preset positions is a good way to find a middle path through the mixed intentions of supervisors who want the line stopped in order to identify and solve problems, but who also want to keep the line running productively.

Figure 14.17 shows this system being used for an assembly conveyor line.
Let us suppose an assembly worker has just started an assembly operation and is about to fasten the right door onto the product. While doing this, the worker notices an abnormality and immediately presses the nearby SOS button, which is usually located about two-thirds the way along the path covered by the assembly worker during the assembly operation.

Once this worker presses the SOS button, the andon changes color from green (normal) to yellow (abnormality). Usually a number identifying the specific process along the assembly line.

Figure 14.17 Stopping at Preset Positions on an Assembly Conveyor Line.
is displayed, and a chime or bell rings to alert the supervisor. (For further description of andon, see Chapter 9.)

The supervisor comes immediately to the process where the abnormality has occurred and tries to identify and solve the problem while the line is still operating. If the supervisor can solve the problem before the preset stop position is reached, he or she presses a switch to turn off the yellow andon light and the chimes, and the situation returns to normal.

On the other hand, if the supervisor cannot solve the problem before the preset stop position is reached, he or she must stop the conveyor before the problem is passed to the next process. Stopping the line changes the andon color from yellow to red and the sound of the alarm switches from soft chimes to a loud buzzer or siren.

This system of preset stop positions helps extend the defect-preventing concept of jidoka to assembly lines. The preset stop positions provide an immediate response to problems.

**Jidoka to Prevent Oversights in Parts Assembly**

At the very least, the point of assembly operations is to assemble all of the parts without leaving any behind. When even this basic obligation is not kept, such as when an assembly worker simply forgets to attach a certain part, the result is a defective product. This is where poka-yoke devices can be used as an extension of jidoka to prevent such defects that arise from the omission of parts. (For further descriptions of poka-yoke devices, see Chapter 12 of this manual.)

Figure 14.18 shows an example of this extension of jidoka to prevent the omission of a parts tightening operation. Before the improvement, the assembly worker used an impact wrench to tighten the fasteners in the workpieces being assembled. Occasionally, the worker would forget to perform this fastening operation, and naturally the result was a defective product.

Instead of relying on the worker's memory and vision to use the impact wrench to tighten the workpieces, a pneumatic
switch was installed. When the worker uses the impact wrench, the switch is activated, which causes the stopper to be lowered so the workpiece can continue on the conveyor. If the worker forgets to use the impact wrench, the stopper holds the workpiece in place. This device reduced the number of untightened workpieces to zero.

**Another Jidoka to Prevent Oversights in Attaching Nameplates**

One of the basic requirements for productive assembly line operations is to keep operations level, well-ordered, and within the cycle time. If the operational procedures are allowed to vary between one workpiece and the next, or if the workers are allowed to use their own discretion concerning how to do things, the assembly line is bound to produce products with missing or improperly assembled parts.
Figure 14.19 shows how *jidoka* was extended to the assembly line to prevent omissions at the nameplate attachment process.

Before the improvement, an assembly worker would sometimes overlook attaching a nameplate to a product. This happened more often when the worker had just come back from a break. When this problem was first noticed, the supervisor made it a point to remind workers to be careful about attaching nameplates to every product. Still, workers occasionally forgot. Finally, the supervisor decided the assembly line should have a *poka-yoke* device that would prevent products without nameplates from proceeding down the line.

The *poka-yoke* device consists of a photoelectric switch that reflects a light beam off of the shiny metal nameplate. This switch uses the reflected beam to detect whether the nameplate has been attached. If it detects a missing nameplate, it lights the “abnormality” *andon* and sounds a buzzer. The line is not stopped until the product reaches a preset position. This device prevented any more products from being shipped without nameplates.

*Figure 14.19  Extension of Jidoka to Prevent Omission of Nameplate Attachment.*
Chapter 15

Maintenance and Safety

Existing Maintenance Conditions on the Factory Floor

I have met many factory managers who pretty much accept machine breakdowns as part of the inevitable facts of factory life. But when I look around at their factories, I invariably notice at least some of the following conditions:

- Floors dirtied by puddles of oil leaked from machines
- Metal shavings scattered all over machines and the floor
- Machines so dirty that people avoid touching them
- Clogged air ducts that emit dust into the room
- Level gauges so dirty that they are hard to read
- Oil and dirt around the oil inlet ports
- Muddy oil in the oil tanks
- Leaks in the hydraulic and pneumatic equipment
- Loose bolts and nuts
- Strange noises coming from machines
- Machines vibrating abnormally
- Dirt and dust piled up on the photoelectric sensors and limit switches
- Abnormally hot motors
- Sparks flying from shorted wires
- Loose V belts
Damaged V belts still being used
Broken gauges and measuring instruments still being used
Cracks filled with cardboard, jerry-rigging, and other temporary repairs

It was not at all hard to come up with this list of nearly 20 objectionable conditions. In fact, this list is based only on my observations in and around factory equipment; it would be a much longer list if I included all the other undesirable conditions I have run into in other parts of factories.

When I look around a factory and see many of these conditions existing, I can tell that JIT production was never even attempted there. Whether the factory uses small machines or large ones, there is no excuse for breakdowns. As I have mentioned elsewhere in this manual, factory managers need to emphasize the equipment’s possible utilization rate over its capacity utilization rate.

The following pages explain why JIT production insists on zero breakdowns.

What Is Maintenance?

Why Is “Possible Utilization Rate” Necessary?

One way to look at JIT production is to compare it to the body’s circulatory system, in which the blood flows to the various organs “just-in-time” to be used. Just as the factory handles large and small parts for its products, so too does the body have its large arteries and small veins and capillaries.

In JIT production, however, any delay in the flow of small parts (in the “veins” or processing line) soon stops the flow of large parts (in the “arteries” or assembly line).

To prevent such problems, JIT production vitally depends on maintaining a condition of zero breakdowns. This makes proper maintenance an essential part of JIT production. That
is why it is more important to maximize the equipment’s “possible utilization rate” (the availability of functioning equipment) than to raise its capacity utilization rate. People need to know the equipment will be in working order whenever they need it.

The key to achieving zero breakdowns is not maintenance in terms of repairing broken down equipment, but rather “preventive maintenance” that treats the causes of breakdowns before the breakdowns actually happen.

**Why Accidents Happen**

Why do accidents happen? The simplest and most direct answer is “deterioration.” From the day a machine is installed, its condition gradually deteriorates over years of use, and sooner or later the combination of deteriorated parts or the accumulated deterioration of a single part will cause the machine to break down.

Almost any machine will have some telltale symptoms of ill health before it actually breaks down. For example, the machine may no longer be able to meet the required quality standards and may stop intermittently. Figure 15.1 shows the downhill path most machines follow before breaking down.

![Figure 15.1 Stages on the Path to Equipment Breakdown.](image-url)
The important thing is to learn to recognize where each machine is on that path.

**Stage 1: Latent Minor Defects**

Though difficult to see or hear, the machine’s rotating parts are operating under increasing friction and its fastened parts are getting a little looser. These and other subtle defects characterize the first stage of equipment deterioration.

**Stage 2: Apparent Minor Defects**

The same defects described in the first stage have now become somewhat noticeable to the eye or ear. In addition, the machine may be vibrating more, making more noise, and leaking small amounts of oil, water, or air. But none of these defects are major enough to impair the machine’s functioning.

**Stage 3: Performs below Expectations**

At this stage, it has become difficult to get the machine to perform with the desired precision and within the dimensional tolerances. The machine is turning out products with widely varying quality and suddenly it needs more adjusting than it used to require. It can no longer keep up with quality standards and is producing lower yields.

**Stage 4: Stops Intermittently**

At this stage, the machine has to be shut off fairly often to make adjustments to bring the product quality back into line. The machine frequently turns out damaged or dented goods, but can usually be started up again after making simple adjustments or repairs.

**Stage 5: Stops or Breaks Down**

At this final stage, the machine functions so poorly that it stops itself, which is to say it breaks down.

We should keep in mind that machines usually break down due to deterioration, and these kinds of breakdowns never
happen all of a sudden; they happen in stages. One or more of the machine’s deteriorating parts are left to deteriorate and eventually this deterioration accumulates or combines in a simple or complicated way to cause a breakdown.

If we respond to deterioration only when it reaches the fifth stage, we still will have to deal soon with various machines that are currently at the other four stages in the path. In other words, we cannot hope for a true reduction in breakdowns until we work our way up the path and treat deterioration before it results in breakdowns.

**Maintenance Campaigns**

When we let factory equipment deteriorate, sooner or later it will break down. In view of this, how can we achieve zero breakdowns? We must take measures to slow or halt equipment deterioration before it reaches the breakdown stage.

In JIT production, we do this by promoting and establishing a cycle of four basic maintenance activities within the staff hierarchy of each company division. Figure 15.2 illustrates this fourfold company-wide approach.

![Figure 15.2 Production Maintenance Cycle for Zero Breakdowns and Zero Defects.](image-url)
Measure 1: Maintenance Prevention (MP)

Maintenance prevention mainly pertains to equipment design. It involves using the data provided by independent maintenance and independent improvement activities to design equipment that is less likely to break down or experience faulty operation, and is more conducive to deterioration-preventive measures. Another important design criterion that is influenced by MP is the challenge to make equipment that can be maintained more easily, more quickly, correctly, and safely.

Measure 2: Preventive Maintenance (PM)

Preventive maintenance centers on daily checking and maintenance procedures that form part of independent maintenance and independent improvement activities. It also seeks to raise the reliability of the equipment while reducing the risk of faulty operation and slowing the progress of equipment deterioration. In addition, PM involves studying and selecting operational methods and equipment to help make maintenance activities easier to perform.

Measure 3: Corrective Maintenance (CM)

Corrective maintenance comprises the maintenance procedures taken in response to a breakdown, with a view toward preventing the problem’s recurrence and improving the equipment’s condition. In addition to reversing deterioration and raising reliability, corrective maintenance seeks to make the equipment easier to maintain on a daily basis.

Measure 4: Independent Maintenance, Independent Improvement

To reduce breakdowns, we give up the conventional notion that the equipment operators should simply operate the equipment while leaving all the maintenance work to the maintenance technicians. After all, the equipment operators are the
ones who know the equipment best—they are the first to notice when the machine’s motor starts sounding funny or when formerly clean parts of the machine are streaked with oil or dirt. Equipment operators should embrace with pride the idea that they can take care of their own machines. They should put that concept into practice by cleaning, checking, and oiling their machines. They can even replace parts and perform minor repairs.

Meanwhile, the maintenance technicians can still play an important role by promoting and teaching accurate and prompt repair methods to the equipment operators for improved independent maintenance and independent improvement activities. In so doing, they can help make the whole MP-PM-CM cycle run more smoothly.

**CCO: Three Lessons in Maintenance**

These days, when JIT consultants describe how to maintain a neat and orderly factory, they find it difficult to limit the basics to just five (the 5S’s). Some list 6S’s and others 7S’s. Adding more S’s is not always an improvement. Nonetheless, many Japanese companies are inclined to include shukan (custom) as the sixth S.

For our purposes, let us recognize that implementing and enforcing the 5S’s daily is a good practice for companies. This is especially true when it comes to the 5S’s as they relate to equipment maintenance.

In particular, equipment maintenance activities should include three main customs: Cleanliness, Checking, and Oiling (CCO). We refer to them together this way because they should always be carried out as a threefold unit that forms the core of independent maintenance activities.

Let us take a closer look at each part of the CCO formula.
Cleanliness (C)

As part of the 5S’s, cleanliness (seiso) is the routine housekeeping work that is essential for maintaining the day-to-day health of the factory. As applied specifically to equipment, maintaining cleanliness is the best way to make a daily examination of the equipment. (Cleanliness is described in more detail in Chapter 4.)

Unfortunately, once people have cleaned up their workshop, they let it go for days, offering such excuses as, “We’re too busy to get to that right now” or “Hey, it’s still clean.”

Sometimes it is the workshop supervisor who causes problems. For example, a supervisor might insist that cleanliness tasks be performed outside of regular working hours or that daily cleanliness activities do not improve productivity enough to be worth the trouble. But the fact remains that cleanliness will never lead to zero defects and zero breakdowns unless it is kept up as an integral part of daily production activities.

First of all, maintaining cleanliness is not something to be done at the odd moment between one production operation and the next. Instead, we should view it as an essential part of preproduction activities, just like changeover prior to processing a new model or setting up parts trays before assembling a new model.

In other words, equipment operators need to fully recognize the importance of maintaining cleanliness and make it (along with checking and oiling) just as much a part of their daily routine as anything else they do day in and day out in the factory.

To help operators stay on top of their CCO duties, workshop supervisors should post a “cleanliness inspection checklist” in the workshop, which operators can use to keep track of how well the daily cleaning tasks are being carried out. (This checklist is shown in Chapters 4 and 16.)
Just as each workshop should have tools and other equipment reserved expressly for changeover operations, so should it include the specific tools necessary to maintain cleanliness.

**Checking (C)**

Maintenance should be understood as an activity designed to prevent equipment from breaking down. The purpose of checking, therefore, is to determine whether the equipment is about to break down.

Checking is undeniably part of maintenance activities—but not something to be left entirely up to the maintenance technician. Since the operator is the one who knows best how well or poorly the equipment is operating, the operator has the kind of concrete problem-consciousness needed for effective daily checking and, when necessary, prompt response.

In recognition of the operator’s superior qualifications as an equipment checker, we should not downplay his or her checking duties by relegating them to “spare time” or “overtime.” They must be clearly established as part and parcel of the operator’s daily routine.

Figure 15.3 shows a cleanliness inspection checklist and some cleanliness check cards. In this example, the workshop also includes a “cleanliness control board” on which operators post cleanliness check cards. The cards note whether the check ended normally or whether an abnormality was found. This control board enables the supervisor to immediately understand whenever an abnormality is found, so that a prompt response can be made.

**Oiling (O)**

The Just-In-Time concept of “just what is needed, just when it is needed, and just in the amount needed” can be applied directly to the activity of oiling. In other words, we need to give each machine just the kind of oil it needs, just when it
is needed, and in just the amount needed. (Proper oiling is also discussed in Chapter 4.)

The management of this activity should be made as visible as possible so that everyone can understand it. Figure 15.4 shows how the visual control tool known as *kanban* can be used.

---

**Figure 15.3** Cleanliness Inspection Checklist and Cleanliness Check Cards.
to indicate what kind of oil goes where. These *kanban* also employ another visual control method known as color coding.

Here is how the *kanban* are used in the example shown in Figure 15.4.

1. Separate *kanban* are established for each machine and each oil inlet port.
2. Round *kanban* indicate oiling done by the workshop supervisor and rectangular ones indicate oiling done by the maintenance technician.
3. The *kanban* are color coded to indicate which type of oil and which inlet port to use, and to mark other material, such as oil cans and oiling tools.
4. The oiling times and amounts used are entered on the inspection checklist or in a log book.

**Preventing Breakdowns**

Some people are stronger than others. Some people catch colds easily while others can go all year without even a stuffy
nose. Everyone knows that different people have different physical constitutions that make them more or less susceptible to contagious diseases.

Likewise, some types of factory equipment are stronger and less likely to break down, while other types are weaker and tend to break down more easily. We can refer to this characteristic as the equipment’s “constitution.”

Generally, the types of equipment that tend to break down more easily are those that operate using more complex moving parts, such as limit switches and cylinders. The types of equipment that have a stronger constitution are the ones that operate using simple coupling devices, such as cams and gears. It is also much less obvious when limit switches and cylinders are not operating correctly than when gears go on the blink.

Figure 15.5 shows two devices for holding down workpieces in a drilling machine. One device is a pair of pneumatic cylinders. If either of the pneumatic cylinders malfunctions, there is a safety hazard in that the cylinder might begin to operate while the worker is still setting up the workpiece, and the worker could get a pinched hand. For safety reasons, it makes more sense to use the other device, which is simply a pair of springs.

![Figure 15.5 Safety Improvement from Pneumatic Cylinders to Springs.](image)
Figure 15.6 shows an improvement made in the method of automatically removing processed workpieces from a drilling machine. To facilitate maintenance and reduce defects, the workpiece removing device was changed from a cylinder to a motor-driven chain.

Once a breakdown occurs, we must find the cause and make an improvement that will prevent the same kind of breakdown from occurring again. To do this, the people who are dealing with the breakdown must see it first-hand, get the data first-hand, and then make a decision about how to respond effectively to the problem. Stopgap measures are not the answer. Whatever is done to fix the problem must be a preventive measure, not just a temporary patch job.

**Why Do Injuries Occur?**

It is pretty safe to say that every factory has at least one “Safety First” type of sign or banner on display. Factor managers and employees are conscious of the need for assuring safety, but accidents still happen, and they often happen
when a machine breaks down. If people want to give more than lip service to safety, they must address the need to prevent breakdowns.

Figure 15.7 shows an example of how an accident occurred during a plywood gluing operation. Naturally, the factory where this happened was not without its “Safety First” banner.

The accident actually happened at the end of the day, when a worker was cleaning the glue roller that presses together the sheets of plywood. As soon as the last set of plywood sheets was pressed, the worker took a damp cloth and began holding it against the rotating rollers to wipe off the excess glue before it hardened. The worker did this from the same side he had input the plywood sheets—a violation of the safety
The worker broke this rule as a matter of habit. As shown in Figure 15.7, the rollers rotate in opposite directions to press the plywood between them. When wiping the rollers at the input side, an edge of the cloth would sometimes get pulled between the rollers. The worker relied on his reflexes to pull the cloth back before the rollers got a good grip on it. In other words, the worker gave higher priority to his reflexes than to the concept of “safety first.” In hindsight, it seemed obvious to everyone that the worker’s behavior would eventually lead to an accident.

The only way to effectively prevent this kind of accident from happening again is to clarify just why it occurred and take every countermeasure necessary to prevent a recurrence.

The main reason for this accident’s occurrence include the following:

1. The worker was not adequately trained to be aware of the dangers inherent in his job and to take safety precautions.
2. The safety rule saying that workers must wipe the rollers from the output side was put into the book, but not into the mind of the worker. The supervisor is responsible for seeing to it that workers make a habit of obeying the rules.
3. Safety had not been built into the operational procedures. The way to do this is by establishing safety-conscious standard operations.
4. The equipment lacked an accident-prevention device, such as boards installed just in front of the rollers on the input side that would block access to the rollers for wiping. The worker would then be required to wipe the rollers from the output side.
What Is Safety?

Factory managers are faced with many ongoing needs, such as the need to raise productivity and improve quality. However, no need should ever take priority over the need to assure safety.

In other words, no boost in productivity or quality can ever be justified if it is at the expense of safety. Safety is everything in manufacturing—it is where manufacturing must start and end.

You would not know this judging from the kinds of excuses workers give after an accident and/or injury. Some say, “I was daydreaming” or “I was hurrying to catch up.” Workshop supervisors must speak the plain truth and make it known when the rules are bent or broken, or when workers fail to make a habit of doing things the safe way.

Another way to prevent accidents is to develop devices that make it difficult, if not impossible, to “daydream” or “hurry up” at safety’s expense. Rather than simply dispensing tongue lashings after accidents occur, supervisors should take preventive action by checking up regularly on safety practices and sternly warning workers who fail to obey the safety rules. After all, the correct or incorrect behavior of factory workers is a direct reflection upon the ability of the supervisors and factory managers to carry out their duties responsibly. Achieving zero injuries and zero accidents is a goal the entire company should pursue together, and a key part of such a company-wide safety campaign is devising ways to prevent shop-floor injuries and accidents.

Let us review the accident example shown in Figure 15.7 and the lessons to be learned from that incident. The following summarizes the four improvement points to be made to prevent similar accidents from recurring.

1. Establish more complete basic training

The entire training program needs to be reviewed and improved so that workers are taught not only about the flow of goods in the factory and the features of
the equipment, but also about the proper attitude and approach toward safety assurance.

2. Get into the habit of obeying the rules
Workers should make maintaining the 5S’s and following the safety rules so habitual that they rarely need to think about it. When safety assurance requires that workers use their hands and voices to keep each other informed of what is happening, such behavior must become a natural habit. Workshop supervisors need to be especially strict in enforcing this.

3. Establish standard operations
Along with training to teach the habit of obeying the rules, establishing safety-conscious standard operations and maintaining them with visual control tools will enable anyone to understand how things should be done. It will help supervisors keep tabs on whether operations are being done by the book.

4. Develop devices that prevent injuries and accidents
No matter how well the rules are taught and enforced, people will occasionally make mistakes. We can still help prevent injuries and accidents that arise from human error by developing devices that make it difficult or impossible to err in an unsafe manner. We have seen how poka-yoke devices can prevent defects from being produced. We must extend the poka-yoke concept and create “safety poka-yoke” devices that prevent accidents.

Strategies for Zero Injuries and Zero Accidents

Thorough Implementation of Standard Operations and Rules

The first principle in safety assurance is to establish and maintain standards. The lion’s share of injuries and other
accidents occur when something is done in a nonstandard and abnormal manner.

We use standards to clearly distinguish between what is normal and what is abnormal. In factories, we should use visual control methods to make it obvious to anyone when things are nonstandard and abnormal.

Orderliness (seiton) calls for the creation of standard locations for items to assure safety in the physical layout of the factory. Likewise, standard operations require the creation of operation standards to help eliminate injuries and accidents. Standard operations are like the pillar supporting safe operations and training workers to maintain standard operations is like a crossbeam connected to that pillar. Together, they provide the main support for the structure of production operations. The point of this analogy is to underscore the importance of standards for factory layout and production operations.

Figure 15.8 shows a standard operations chart marked with crosses at all key safety points. Of course, the specific safety standards are described in the standard operations manual and operations guide to keep workers informed of safety-conscious procedures and safety precautions. Each company needs to invest enough resources to thoroughly educate and train workers in standard operations that help assure safety.

The more workers must assist in machine work, the greater the risk of injury. Therefore, the separation of workers from machines achieved through jidoka can be an important contribution to safety. (For a further description of how jidoka separates workers, see Chapter 14.)

Obviously, separating workers from machines that use sharp tools, such as saw blades or drill bits, helps to assure safety. The same goes for presses and other manufacturing equipment. Figure 15.9 shows how the worker was separated from the machine in the case of a lathe used for punching...
holes. Before the improvement, the lathe operator had to control the cutting motion and set the lathe back to the starting position. This kept him at the machine and kept productivity at a rather low level. Moreover, it exposed the operator to risk of injury from the rotating hole-punching bar and other moving parts of the lathe.

After the improvement, a hydraulic cylinder was used to control the cutting motion and the position setback was also automated, thereby enabling the operator’s separation from the lathe. This not only significantly boosted safety assurance, but also doubled productivity.

Another safety-enhancing improvement having to do with presses is the simple relocation of start buttons. Figure 15.10 shows a group of five presses handled by a single worker in a U-shaped manufacturing cell using multi-process operations.
The start button on each press was moved to the next press in the cell so that the worker can start the previous press as he comes to the next one and is always at a safe distance from the press when it starts operating.

A common safety problem with presses is that sometimes, just after the operator sets up the workpiece and presses the start button, he notices the workpiece is slightly out of position and, without thinking, tries to quickly correct it before the press comes down—a sort of “reflex” response that often leads to accidents. Obviously, nobody gets injured intentionally, but sometimes workers let their reflexes overcome their
rational judgment. This is another good reason for separating workers from machines whenever possible.

**Poka-Yoke Applied to Safety**

*Poka-yoke* devices are mistake-proofing devices that can work to prevent defects or, in this case, accidents and injuries. Since careless human behavior is a leading cause of accidents, safety *poka-yoke* devices can provide a very effective means of preventing accidents.

The following are a few examples of safety *poka-yoke* devices.

**Attaching a Safety Plate to a Drilling Machine**

Generally, workers are not allowed to wear work gloves when operating drilling machines because it increases the danger of injury from the spinning drill. Figure 15.11 shows how attaching an acrylic safety plate in front of the drill not only enables the operator to avoid touching the drill bit, but also prevents him from getting his hands pinched by the pneumatic cylinders holding down the workpiece.
Presses cause more injuries than most other types of manufacturing equipment. As described earlier, presses tempt their operators to act on reflex rather than on reason. As a result, many presses are equipped with start switches that require two-hand operation. Some also have “electronic eyes” that shut off the press if any foreign object intrudes into the danger zone.

The best safety device is one that enables complete separation of the worker from the press, since it allows the worker to remove himself from the press area while the press is operating. While safety is more important than productivity, it is obviously much better to find a way of ensuring total safety without sacrificing productivity. The best devices improve both safety and productivity.

Figure 15.12 shows a press upon which a safety cage was installed. The operator sets up the workpiece, shuts the cage door, and then starts the press. Once he shuts the cage door, the operator is completely cut off from the press. Using this safety cage is better than using a two-hand start switch since it enables the operator to be separated from the press, which boosts productivity by freeing the operator for other tasks.
Safety Poka-Yoke for a Milling Machine

Figure 15.13 shows a safety *poka-yoke* that was developed for a milling machine.

When operating the milling machine, the operator first sets up the workpiece, then uses a clip washer to hold the workpiece in place before starting the milling machine. If the operator ever forgets the washer, the workpiece can be...
ejected from the machine, which is dangerous indeed. Milling machine operators were warned of this danger and told to be very careful not to forget.

After the improvement, a limit switch was installed in the base and the cylinder presses upon this switch unless it is held by the fastened clip washer. This limit switch prevents the milling machine from operating unless the clip washer is fastened.

**Safety Poka-Yoke for a Crane**

Figure 15.14 shows a safety *poka-yoke* that was developed for a crane.

The crane’s rail was not well reinforced and therefore had a rather modest load capacity. Overloading the crane was very dangerous, but workers seldom took the trouble to weigh things before using the crane to pick them up. Instead, they just looked at the item and guessed the weight. To assure safety when using the crane, they installed an overload prevention device that eliminated the need to even estimate the weight of the item to be picked up. This not only makes the crane safer to use, but also helps prevent the hoist from breaking down from overloading.

![Diagram of Safety Poka-Yoke Device for a Crane](image)

*If the workpiece is heavier than the rated maximum load, the load limiter is activated and prevents the workpiece from being suspended.*

**Figure 15.14  A Safety Poka-Yoke Device for a Crane.**
Figure 15.15  Visual Safety Assurance.

**Visual Safety Assurance**

Figure 15.15 shows an example of visual safety assurance. In this factory, the path that workers use to get around the factory contains obstacles, such as transversing pipes and protruding pieces of equipment. The best improvement would be to find some way to reroute the pipes and move the equipment out of the path. But for practical reasons the
factory decided on a second-best improvement, which was to mark all such obstacles with easily visible safety covers and hazard markings.

**Full-Fledged Maintenance and Safety**

Faulty machine operation is another cause of injuries and accidents. When a machine suddenly stops working, the operator who goes to check what is wrong with the machine may be at some risk since the machine may begin operating just as unexpectedly as it stopped.

The key to eliminating such risks is to practice preventive maintenance to keep the equipment's "possible utilization rate" as high as possible.

The way to work toward achieving a 100-percent possible utilization rate is to establish and promote a comprehensive maintenance program that focuses not only on equipment operators, but the entire company. It must include the following two features:

1. **Thorough training in CCO.**
   Cleanliness, Checking, and Oiling (CCO) must become a daily habit for all equipment operators—an integral part of their routine tasks.

2. **Development of machines with "strong constitutions" that do not easily break down.**
   Some types of machines are weaker in "constitution" than others. As mentioned earlier, machines that operate using limit switches and cylinders are weaker than those that operate using direct coupling devices, such as gears and cams. Whenever possible, if we use the stronger types of drive mechanisms to do the job, we will find our machines less likely to break down.

In summary, various ways of improving safety assurance have been discussed including: preventive maintenance in pursuit of a 100-percent possible utilization rate, standardization
of operations, full-fledged safety training, wider use of visual and audio safety-enhancing devices throughout the factory, and safety-oriented *poka-yoke* devices.

When all is said and done, safety is our main concern.
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and removal of processed workpieces, 668
and setup of unprocessed workpieces/startup, 669
applying to feeding workpieces, 665
applying to return to starting positions, 667
for multi-process operations, 402
Human error waste, 173, 674
and defect prevention, 551–553
basic training to prevent, 562–563
defects and, 546–547
eliminating by multiple skills training, 563
minimizing, 177
Human movement
body movement principles, 220–223
removing wasteful, 217–223
Human work, 658
clarifying with combination charts, 664
compact PCB washer example, 431
procedure for separating from machines, 682–689
separating from machine work, 64, 118, 400–402, 406, 430–432, 640, 649–650, 660–662, 702, 703
Humanity, coexistence with productivity, 387–388

Idle time waste, 66, 67, 69, 156, 173, 178–179, 180, 682
cooperative operations as solution to, 367–371
Impact wrench, 680, 681
Implementation, 139–144
of multi-process operations, 405
Implementation rate, for waste removal, 205–206
Improvement
and enthusiasm, 143, 144
intensive, 266–268
making immediate, 538
poor man’s approach, 106
spending on, 284
spirit of, 43
with visual control systems, 453–454
Improvement days, weekly, 32
Improvement goals, 191
Improvement lists, 33–34
Improvement meetings, 32–33, 33
Improvement promotion office, 31–32
Improvement results chart, 462, 844–845
Improvement teams, 31, 32
Improvements
bottom-up vs. top-down, 134–139
factory as best teacher, 134–139
implementing, 24
mental vs. physical, 130–134
passion for, 143–144
promoting, 126–130
pseudo, 126–130
Improving actions, 220
In Time concept, 48
In-factory kanban, 443, 444–445
In-line layout, 364, 376
compact shotblaster for, 377
washing units, 365
In-process inventory, 101, 102, 161, 175, 447, 484
and standard operations, 625–626
for standard operations charts, 637
production kanban for, 445
reduction of, 647, 649
relationship to kanban, 445
shish-kabob vs. flow production approaches, 331
symbols for standard operations charts, 637
Inconsistency, 152, 643
eliminating, 151
Independent improvement, 688–689
Independent maintenance, 688–689
Independent process production, 53
inflexibility in, 54
Independent quality control inspection method, 169, 170
Individual efficiency, 66–69
Industrial engineering (IE), xii
and conveyor use index, 137
motion study in, 642
to JIT method, 136
Industrial fundamentalism, 105, 106
Industrial robots, 668
Inexpensive machines, versatility of, 117
Information inspection, 168, 169
Inherent waste, 79–84
Injection molding process
   - burr defect prevention, 674
   - internal changeover improvement case study, 515–517
Injuries
   - reasons for, 695–697
   - reducing through 5Ss, 241
Innovation
   - and JIT production, 47–49
   - enthusiasm as prerequisite for, 143
   - factory-based, xiii
   - in JIT production, 47–49
   - JIT production as, 27
Inspection
   - full lot inspection, 120–122
   - sampling inspection, 120–122
   - back-to-the-source inspection, 170–172
   - eliminating need through jidoka, 674
   - failure to add value, 168
   - failure to eliminate defects, 120
   - increasing to avoid defective products, 542–544
   - information inspection, 169
   - preventive, 564
   - relationship to defects, 543, 547–550
   - sorting inspection, 169
Inspection buzzers, waste prevention with, 232
Inspection functions
   - building into JIT system, 119
   - full lot inspection, 120–122
   - sampling inspection, 120–122
Inspection waste, 149
Inspection-related waste, 167–168
Integrated tool functions, 223
Intensive improvement
   - timing, 268
Interest payment burden
   - inventory and, 90
   - product, in-process, materials, 101, 102
Intermittent stoppage stage, in equipment breakdown, 686
Internal changeover improvements, 518, 534–535
   - bolt tightening reductions, 520
   - boltless die exchange, 523
   - die height standardization, 526–527
   - eliminating need to remove bolts, 521
   - eliminating nuts and washers, 521
   - eliminating replacement waste, 518–523
   - eliminating serial operations, 527–529
   - establishing parallel operations, 528
   - one-touch tool bit exchange, 522
   - protruding jigs vs. manual position setting, 524
   - removing fine-tuning waste, 523–527
   - spacer blocks and need for manual dial positioning, 526
   - spacer blocks and need for manual positioning, 524–525
   - tool elimination, 519–520
Internal changeover procedures
   - changing to external changeover, 511–518, 534
   - improving, 500, 502
   - PCB assembly plant case study, 513–514
   - transforming to external, 502
   - turning into external changeover, 511–518
   - waste in, 509–510
   - wire harness molding process case study, 517–518
Internal changeover time, 500
Inventory
   - advance procurement requirements, 325
   - and conveyance needs, 90
   - and defects, 90–91, 92
   - and energy waste, 91
   - and finance, 92–95
   - and interest-payment burden, 90
   - and lead-time, 87–89, 88
   - and losses due to hoarded surpluses, 325
   - and materials/parts stocks, 91
   - and price cutting losses, 325
   - and ROI, 95
   - and unnecessary management costs, 91
   - as cause of wasteful operations, 325
   - as evasion of problems, 176
   - as false buffer, 95, 101
   - as JIT consultant's best teacher, 89
   - as opium of factory, 92–95
   - as poor investment, 95–98
   - breakdown by type, 161
   - concealment of factory problems by, 91, 92, 326, 327
   - evasion of problems with, 163
   - evils of, 90–92, 324–328
   - FIFO storage method, 303
   - in corporate balance sheet, 94
   - incursion of maintenance costs by, 325
   - interest payment burden due to, 324
   - management requirements, 325
   - product, in-process, materials, 101, 102
   - red tagging, 281–282
   - reducing with once-a-day production scheduling, 480–481
shish-kabob vs. level production approaches, 484–485
space waste through, 90, 325
unbalanced, 161
wasteful energy consumption due to, 325
with shish-kabob production, 158
zero-based, 98–102
Inventory accumulation
and caravan operations, 322
and changeover resistance, 322
and distribution waits, 322
and end-of-month rushes, 323
and faulty production scheduling, 323
and just-in-case inventory, 323
and obsolete inventory flow, 321
and operator delays, 322
and resistance to change, 322
and seasonal adjustments, 323–324
and standards revision, 323
and unbalanced capacity, 322
multiple-process sources of, 322
reasons for, 321
Inventory assets, 715
Inventory control, 126
Inventory flow, obsolete, 321
Inventory graveyard, 324
Inventory liveliness index, 303–304
Inventory maintenance costs, 72
Inventory management
function-specific method, 305
product-specific method, 305
with kanban, 436
Inventory reduction, 87, 89, 125
case study, 288, 289, 377
Inventory stacks, 303
Inventory waste, 175–176, 180
Irrationality, 152, 643
eliminating, 151
Item characteristics method, 568, 569
Item names, for signboards, 299–300
Ivory tower syndrome, 22

J

Japanese industrial structure, 1980s
transformation of, xi
jidoka (human automation), 12, 62, 102–103, 103–108, 655, 724
applying to feeding workpieces, 665
automation vs., 656, 657–658
cost considerations, 667, 669
defect prevention through, 672–676
detach movement, 671–672
drilling machine case study, 669–672
extension to assembly line, 676–682
feed motion, 670
full work system, 676–677
manual labor vs., 655, 656
mechanization vs., 656
preventing oversights in nameplate attachments, 681–682
steps toward, 655–657
three functions, 658–660
Jigs
5-point check for orderliness, 256
applying orderliness to, 307
color-coded orderliness, 368–369
combining, 314
easy-to-maintain orderliness for, 307
eliminating through orderliness strategies, 313–316
indicators for, 308
outlined orderliness, 309
JIT delivery efficiency list, 794–796
JIT improvement cycle, 144
roles of visual control tools in, 473
JIT improvement items, 837–840
JIT improvement memo, 836
JIT improvements, 12, 13
“doing” as heart of, 133
and changeover costs, 74
and parts list depth, 82
as discipline, 130
as religion, 138
as top-down improvement method, 135
basis in ideals, 12
case study, 288
cube improvements, 27
factory as true location of, 34
from within, 139–143
hostile environment in U.S. and Europe, 107
improvement lists, 33–34
improvement meetings, 32–33
improvement promotion office, 31–32
lack of faith in, 41
line improvements, 25–26
plane improvements, 26–27
point improvements, 25
promoting and carrying out, 30–34
requirement of faith, 139
sequence for introducing, 21
seven stages in acceptance of, 140–144
ten arguments against, 299
vs. JIT production management, 7
vs. labor intensification, 86
weekly improvement days for, 32

JIT innovation, 13
JIT introduction steps, 12–13
  5Ss for factory improvement, 15–17
  awareness revolution step, 13–15
  department chiefs’ duties, 28–29, 30
  division chiefs’ duties, 28
  equipment operators” duties, 30
  factory superintendents’ duties, 28–29
  flow manufacturing, 17–19
  foremens’ duties, 30
  leveling, 20–22
  president’s duties, 28
  section chiefs’ duties, 30
  standard operations, 23–24
JIT introduction-related forms, 834
  improvement memo, 836
  improvement results chart, 844–845
  JIT leader’s report, 849–850
  JIT Ten Commandments, 834–835
  list of JIT improvement items, 837–840
  weekly report on JIT improvements, 846–848
JIT leader’s report, 849–850
JIT Management Diagnostic List, 715–718
JIT production
  adopting external trappings of, 472
  as new field of industrial engineering, xii
  company-wide promotion, 28, 29
  elimination of waste through, xi
  five stages of, 719, 721, 726, 728
  guidance, education and training in, 30
  hands-on experience, 30
  in-house seminar, 343
  innovation in, 47–49
  linked technologies in, 334
  promotional organization, 31
  radar chart, 727
  setting goals for, 28
  structure, 720
JIT production management
  distinguishing from JIT improvements, 7
  vs. conventional production management, 1–3
JIT production system
  as total elimination of waste, 145
  changeover, 11

flow manufacturing, 9–10
from vertical to horizontal development, 24–27
human automation, 12
introduction procedure, 12–14
jidoka, 12
kanban system, 10
leveling, 11
maintenance and safety, 12
manpower reduction, 10
multi-process handling, 10
organizing for introduction of, 27–30
overview, 7–9
quality assurance, 11
standard operations, 11–12
steps in establishing, 14
view of waste, 152
visual control, 10–11
JIT radar charts, 719, 727, 729
JIT study groups, 15
JIT Ten Commandments, 834–835
Job shop layout, 395
Just-in-case inventory, 323
Just-In-Time
  anatomy of, 8–9
  and cost reduction, 69–71
  as consciousness improvement, 139–143
  functions and five stages of development, 728
  innovation and, 47–49
  view of inspection work, 168

K

Kaizen boards, 462
  visual control and, 471–473
  with improvement results displays, 463
Kanban systems, xii, xiii, 7, 8, 10, 11, 52, 54, 174, 231, 365, 692, 722
  administration, 447–451
  and defect prevention, 441–442
  and downstream process flow, 441
  and in-process inventory, 435
  applying to oiling, 693
  appropriate use of, 70–71
  as autonomic nervous system for JIT production, 440
  as tool for promoting improvements, 441
  as workshop indicators, 442
differences from conventional systems, 435–437
factory improvements through, 440–441
fixed ideas about, 447
functions, 440–441
in processing and assembly lines, 447–448
in-factory kanban, 444–445
novel types, 450–451
production kanban, 445
production leveling through, 442
purchasing-related, 449–450
quantity required, 445–447
rules, 441–442
signal kanban, 445
supplier kanban, 443
types of, 442–447
visual control with, 457
vs. conventional production work orders, 437–439
vs. reordering point method, 435–437
waste prevention with, 232

L

L-shaped line production, 360
Labor cost reduction, 415, 418, 722
and elimination of processing islands, 421
and mental flexibility, 420
and movable equipment, 420–421
and multi-process operations, 421
and production leveling, 421–422
and standardized equipment and operations, 421
approach to, 415–418
display board for, 433–434
flow production for, 422–424
multi-process operations for, 424–426
multiple skills training schedule for, 432–433
steps, 419–422
strategies for achieving, 422–432
through cooperative operations, 427–430
through group work, 426–427
through separating human and machine work, 430–432
visible, 432–434
vs. labor reduction, 417–418
Labor cost reduction display board, 433–434
Labor intensity/density, 84–86
vs. production output, 86
Labor per unit, 649
Labor reduction, 63, 418, 647
vs. labor cost reduction, 417–418
vs. worker hour minimization, 66–69
Labor savings, 418
Labor unions, 107. See also Craft unions;
Enterprise unions
and multi-process operations, 393–394
Labor-intensive assembly processes, 217
Large lot sizes, 18, 62, 73, 278, 321, 398, 483, 598
and changeover times, 216
and machine waste, 155
as basis of production schedules, 476
case study, 286–287
fixed ideas about, 417
switching to small-lot flow from, 639
Large machines waste, 154–155, 331
Large-scale container deliveries, 381
Latent minor defects, 680
Latent waste, 198
Lateral development, 27, 378, 505, 506
Lateral improvement makers, 167
Lathes, 682
three kinds of motion, 663
worker separation from, 702
Layout improvement, 638
Lead-time
and inventory, 88
and lot sizes, 498
and production lot size, 72
and work stoppage, 59–61
estimated vs. real, 98–99
inventory and, 87–89
lengthened with shish-kabob production, 158
paper, 4, 5
physical, 5
product, 4
reduction with multi-process operations, 393
shish-kabob vs. flow production approaches, 331, 486
shish-kabob vs. level production approaches, 484–485
shortening by reducing processing time, 55
Leadership, for multi-process operations, 404–405
Left-right attachment errors, 615
Leg motion, minimizing, 221

Level production, 475, 723. See also Leveling as market-in approach, 482
vs. once-a-day production, 481
vs. shish-kabob production, 482–485, 486

Leveling, 50, 476. See also Level production;
Production leveling
and production schedule strategies, 477–482
approach to, 476–477
capacity and load, 21
estimate-based, 23
reality-based, 23
role in JIT introduction, 20–22
role in JIT production system, 11
techniques, 482–492
Leveling techniques, 485
baton touch zone method, 491
bypass method, 491–492
cycle list method, 487–489
cycle tables, 485
cycle time, 485–487
nonreserved seat method, 487–489
reserved seat method, 489–490
Limit switches, 403, 470, 570, 676, 677, 706, 708
Line balance analysis charts, 785–787
Line balancing
at PCB assembly plant, 514
SOS system for, 217
strategies for, 491
Line balancing analysis tables, 358
Line design, based on P-Q analysis, 346, 347
Line efficiency, 68
Line improvements, 25–26
Line stops, 470
5WH follow-up after, 234
at preset positions, 678–680
with pokayoke devices, 675
Lined up inventory placement, 304–306
Linked technologies, in JIT production, 334
Litter-preventive device, for drill press, 248
Load leveling, 21
Loading methods, 379
Long-term storage, case study, 291
Lot sizes, 45, 87
and lead time, 72
large vs. small, 71–74
Lot waiting waste, 215–216, 219
waste removal, 219
Low morale, 16

M

Machine errors
and defect prevention, 554–555
pokayoke to prevent, 564
Machine operating status, andon
notification of, 466
Machine placement, waste and, 185
Machine signboards, 295
Machine standardization, 228
Machine start-up, applying jidoka to, 663, 668
Machine work
clarifying with combination charts, 664
compact PCB washer example, 431
Machine/people waiting, 214
Machines
as living things, 120–122
shish-kabob vs. level production approaches, 484, 486
with strong constitution, 708
Machining line, full work system, 677
Maintenance, 683, 725
and accidents, 685–687
and possible utilization rate, 684–685
breakdown prevention, 693–695
Cleanliness, Checking, and Oiling (CCO) approach, 689–693
defined, 684–689
existing conditions, 683–684
full-fledged, 708–709
improving through 5Ss, 241
in JIT production system, 12
of equipment, 119
Maintenance campaigns, 687–689
Maintenance errors, 560
Maintenance prevention, 688
Maintenance technicians, 689
Make-believe automation, 79
Man, material, machine, method, and
management (5Ms), 152, 153
Management-related forms, 715
five stages of JIT production, 719, 721–725
JIT Management Diagnostic List, 715–718
JIT radar charts, 719
Manpower flexibility, 338
Manpower needs, based on cycle time, 22
Manpower reduction, 10, 62–65, 63, 337, 392
  household electronics assembly line
example, 428
  improving efficiency through, 61
  through flow production, 422–424
Manual dial positioning, eliminating with
  spacer blocks, 526
Manual labor, 655, 656
Manual operations, two-handed start/stop,
  220
Manual position setting, eliminating need for,
  524
Manual work time, 635
Manual-conveyance assembly lines,
  progress andon in, 469
Manufacturing
  as service industry, 1
  five essential elements, 553
  nine basic elements (7Ms plus E&I), 552
  purpose of, 1
Manufacturing flow, as basis for equipment
  improvements, 114–120
Manufacturing process, components, 56
Manufacturing waste, 149
Market demand fluctuations, unsuitability of
  kanban for, 436
Market price, as basis of sales price, 35
Market-in production, xii, 416, 555
  level production as, 482
Marshaling, 306
Mass production equipment, 216, 219
Material handling
  building flexibility into, 419
  minimizing, 176
  vs. conveyance, 164
Material handling costs, 159, 163
Material requirements planning (MRP), 52
Materials flow
  device improvements facilitating, 638–640
  standard operations improvements, 641
Materials inventory, 101, 102
Materials waiting, 215, 218
Materials waste, 157
Materials, and defect prevention, 553–554
Measuring tools
  orderliness for, 318
  types, 319
Mechanization, 656
Medical equipment manufacturing,
  manpower reduction example, 423
Meetings, waste in, 158
Mental improvements
  vs. implementation, 140
  vs. real improvements, 130–134
Metal passage sensors, 574
  applications, 581
Microswitch actuators, 571
Microswitches, 570, 674
Milling machine, safety poka-yoke for,
  705–706
Minimum labor cost, 62
Missing item errors, 587, 607–611, 678
Mistake-proofing, 119
Mistakes, correcting immediately, 207
Mixed loads, 379
Mixed-model flow production, 492
Mizusumashi (whirligig beetle), 465
Model and operating rate trend charts,
  805–807
Model lines, analyzing for flow production,
  348
Mold burr defects, prevention, 674–675
Monitoring, vs. managing, 123–126, 126–130
Motion
  and work, 74–79
  as waste, 76, 78, 79, 84
  costs incurred through, 77
  economy of, 642
  lathes and, 663
  vs. work, 657, 659
Motion study, 642
Motion waste, 639
  improvements with standard operations,
    639
Motor-driven chain, 694
Movable machines, 64–65, 65, 117–118, 165,
  354, 420
  and caster strategy, 349–350
  building flexibility through, 419
Movement
  as waste, 178
  improving operational efficiency, 642–649
  non-added value in, 190
Muda (waste), 643
Multi-process operations, 10, 19, 64, 330,
  359, 362–363, 387–388, 417, 722
  abolishing processing islands for, 396–398
  and labor unions, 393–394
  as condition for flow production, 337–338
  basis for pay raises in, 394
  compact equipment for, 398–399
  effective leadership for, 404–405
  equipment layout for, 389
equipment modification for, 406
factory-wide implementation, 405
human assets, 389
human automation for, 402–403
human work vs. machine work in, 400–402
in wood products factory, 425
key points, 395–404
labor cost reduction through, 424–426
multiple skills training for, 400
one-piece flow using, 338
operational procedures for, 389
poka-yoke for, 402–403
precautions, 404–406
promoting perseverance with, 406
questions from western workers, 393–395
safety priorities, 403–404, 406
simplified work procedures for, 404
standard operations improvements, 639
standing while working for, 399–400
training costs for, 394–395
training for, 421
training procedures, 407–413
transparent operations in, 405
U-shaped manufacturing cells for, 395–396
vs. horizontal multi-unit operations, 388–393
Multi-process workers, 331
as condition for flow production, 339
at diecast factory, 377
Multi-skilled workers, 19, 390
and standard operations, 650–651
building flexibility through, 419
Multi-unit operations, 338, 391
vs. multi-process operations, 388–393
Multi-unit process stations, 390
Multiple skills contests, 405
Multiple skills evaluation chart, 799–801
Multiple skills maps, 432
Multiple skills score sheet, 410, 432
Multiple skills training, 425, 651
defect prevention with, 565
for multi-process operations, 400
schedule for, 432–434
Multiple skills training schedule, 797–798
Multiple-skills training, 407
demonstration by workshop leaders, 412
during overtime hours, 409
five-level skills evaluation for, 408
hands-on practice, 412
importance of praise, 413
in U-shaped manufacturing cells, 410
schedule, 409
team building for, 408
trainer roles, 413
workshop leader roles, 411
Mura (inconsistency), 643
Muri (irrationality), 643
Mutual aid system, 65

N
Nameplate omission errors, 608
preventing with jidoka, 681–682
Needed items, separating from unneeded items, 266
Net time, for standard operations charts, 637
Newly Industrialized Economic Societies (NIES), xi
Next process is your customer, 51, 54, 132
Non-value-added steps
as waste, 147, 171
in inspection, 170
in retention, 163
Noncontact switches, 572
color mark sensors, 574
displacement sensors, 574
double-feed sensors, 576
metal passage sensors, 574
outer diameter/width sensors, 574
photoelectric switches, 572, 574
positioning sensors, 574
proximity switches, 574
vibration switches, 574
Nondefective products, counting, 119
Nonreserved seat method, 487–489
Nonunion labor, 394
Nuts and washers, eliminating as internal changeover improvement, 521

O
Oil containers, color-coded orderliness, 319
Oil, orderliness for, 318–319
Oiling, 691–693
kanban for, 693
On-site experience, 190
and 5W1H method, 233, 235
by supervisors, 230, 233, 235
Once-a-day production scheduling, 480–482

Once-a-month production scheduling, 478–479

Once-a-week production scheduling, 479–480

One how, 24, 128, 130–134, 183

One-piece flow, 19, 64, 115–116, 165, 185, 419, 639. See also Flow manufacturing

as condition for flow production, 335–336

discovering waste with, 183–185

hand-transferred, 338

in multi-process operations, 388

maintaining to avoid creating waste, 351–353, 353

revealing waste with, 350–351, 352

switching to, under current conditions, 184

using current equipment layout and procedures, 336

One-touch tool bit exchange, 522

Operation andon, 464, 468–469

Operation errors, 560

Operation management, 81

Operation method waiting, 215, 218

Operation methods, conditions for flow production, 342

Operation step method, 568, 569

Operation-related waste, 173, 178, 180

Operational combinations, 193

Operational device improvements, 640

Operational rules, standard operations improvements, 639–640

Operations analysis charts, 735–736

Operations analysis table, 190–192, 735, 736

aluminum casting deburring operation example, 192

Operations balancing, 219

Operations improvements, 103, 104, 105, 217

Operations manuals, 405

Operations standardization, 228

Operations, improving point of, 220

Operators

conditions for flow production, 342

diecast factory case study, 377

maintenance routines, 691

reducing gaps between, 370

shish-kabob vs. flow production approaches, 330–331

Opportunistic buying, 162

Optical displacement sensors, 578

Oral instructions, avoiding, 556

Order management, 81

Orderliness, 16, 157, 245–246, 510

applied to die storage sites, 530–531

applying to jigs and tools, 307

beyond signboards, 302–306

color-coded, 319, 384

conveyance liveliness index, 304

easy-to-maintain, 307, 310–313

eliminating tools and jigs with, 313–316

for cutting tools, 316–319

for measuring tools, 318

for oil, 318–319

four stages in evolution, 312

habitual, 302

inventory liveliness index, 303–304

just-let-go principle, 313, 314

lined up inventory placement, 304–306

made visible through red tags and signboards, 265–268

obstacles to, 17

visible, 252–253

Outer diameter/width sensors, 574

applications, 578

Outlined orderliness, for jigs and tools, 309–310

Outlining technique, waste prevention with, 231

Overall efficiency, 66

Overkill waste, 173

Overload prevention devices, 706

Overproduction waste, 69, 174–175, 180

beyond cycle time, 677

preventing with A-B control, 676–677

Overseas production shifts, xi

P

P-Q analysis, 188, 345–346

P-Q analysis lists/charts, 777–781

Packing omission errors, 610

Paging andon, 464, 465–466

hire method for using, 466

Painting process, reserved seat method example, 490

Paper lead-time, 4, 5

Parallel operations, 224–225, 536

calculations for parts-production capacity work tables, 634
establishing in transfer machine blade replacement, 528
full vs. partial, 225
Pareto chart, 132, 457
Parking lots, well- and poorly-managed, 300
Parkinson's Law, 126
Part omission errors, 607
Partial parallel operations, 225
calculations for parts-production capacity work tables, 633–634
Parts assembly
preventing omission of parts tightening, 681
preventing oversights with jidoka, 680–681
Parts development, 52
Parts inventories
demand trends, 475
strategies for reducing, 475–476
Parts list, depth and production method, 82
Parts placement
in cooperative operations, 370
standard operations improvements, 643
Parts tray/box, visible organization, 385
Parts waste, 157
Parts, improvements in picking up, 643–644
Parts-production capacity work table, 626, 629, 822–824
serial operations calculations, 633
steps in creating, 632–634
Pay raises, basis of, 394
PCB assembly plant, internal-external changeover improvements, 513–514
People
as root of production, 104, 107, 108
training for multi-process operations, 389
Per-day production total, 487
Per-unit time, 633
Performance below expectations, 686
Personnel costs, and manpower strategies, 63
Photoelectric switches, 572, 574, 682
applications, 572
object, detection method, and function, 573
Physical lead-time, 5
Pickup kanban, 444
Piecemeal approach, failure of, xiii
Pin dimension errors, 595
Pinch hitters, 407
Pitch, 66, 67, 337, 433, 469. See also Cycle time adjusting to worker pace, 358–359
approaches to calculating, 485
factors determining, 70
failure to maintain, 678
hourly, 482
individual differences in, 67
myth of conveyor contribution to, 156
Pitch buzzers, waste prevention with, 232
Pitch per unit, 649
Plane improvements, 26–27
Plywood gluing process, accidents, 696
Pneumatic cylinders
safety improvement from, 694
workpiece removal with, 667
Pneumatic switches, 680–681
Point improvements, 25
line improvements as accumulation of, 26
Poka-yoke, 119, 159, 177, 675, 680, 682.
See also Safety
and defect prevention, 566
approaches, 568–570
concept and methodology, 565–568
control devices, 567
defect prevention with, 564
detection devices, 570–585
drilling machine case study, 703
for crane operations, 706
for multi-process operations, 402–403
milling machine example, 705–706
safety applications, 703–709, 709
safety applications, 703–709
safety plate case, 703
stop devices, 566–567
warning devices, 567
Poka-yoke case studies, by defect type, 586–587
Poka-yoke checklists
three-point evaluation, 619–620
three-point response, 620–622
using, 616–622
Poka-yoke detection devices, 570
applications, 585
contact devices, 570–572
noncontact switches, 572–575
Poka-yoke/zero defects checklist, 820–821
Policy-based buying, 162
Position adjustments, avoiding, 537–538
Positioning sensors, 574
applications, 577
Positive attitude, 204–205
Possible utilization rate, 684–685, 708
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